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LMAN, UNDAUNTED BY, YOUNG FELOW
THREATS, DELIVERS LECTURE, OF GOOD FAMILY
U CAN'T GAG NE,- WERE 0
LMOST FIRST WORDS 0
HE UTTERED.
 
 _4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0#, HARRY COHEN GOT HERE
"-r2DICTVe :"..^..C7, 
' STRANDED AND SOUGHT
! o ASS'S VANCE.
• ••  .asibil
UEAT CROWD AT DEPOT g
0 GREET SOUTHERNER o
0
REQUENTLY INTERRUPTED
HE RETORTS SHARPLY TO
QUESTIONS.
Mayor Dunne Comes in for Scath-
ing Critidsai for Refusing to
Preside at Melting.
Chicago, Nov. di—Senator Ben-
jamin R. Tillman was cheered
jostle.1 and almost swept from his
feet at the Union Depot yesterday
afternoon as he left a Chicago, St
Paul & Milwaukee train guarded by
armed policemen
"You can't gag me!" was almost his
6rat exclamation on reaching the city
7o great was the crash that the
police for a time could not control
the crowd that surged through the
gates and finally crowded Tillman and
members of the reception committee
against the side of the car
The police, led by Assistant Chief
of police Schuettler, finally formed a
wedge and escorted the South Caro-
linian to a waiting automobile.
Scores of negroes were seen in the
crowd, but no hostle demonstration
was made
In the automobile wa, a phono-
graph. As Senator Titlman entered
the tune of "Dixie" was started. The
crowd hesitated a moment and then
raised a cheer and the car steamed
away
The Tillman train arrived at t•3
o'clock In the automobile of C. A
Coey were Pease Mcforady. Mrs
Benjamin Shaffner author of "Su-
zann," Mrs A J Keeler and Mrs
Pierce.
Mrs. Warren Springer headed the
reception committee that went to the
car to greet the lecturer.
At the HAL
The appearance of the senator was
the signal for great applause. Men
and women stood up and waved their
h andleerehiefs
"Three cheers for Tillman," was the
cry. They were given with a wAl
Former judge Wiles Macon, who had
been selected to preside in the ab-
acute of the mayor, arose and in a
few words introduced Mr 'Tillman
The !atter arose and the cheering
broke forth once more, and this time
minutes passed before ft died away.
"There are a few things I want to
say before I get down to business,"
ticipin Mr. Tillman, and there was a
r of laughter. "Imagine my aston-
ish/neat when I heard there was ob-
jection to mg coming."
.„There ems hiking sarcasm in the
tone and the Mee and women laughed
spin "(mastitis, what my thoughts
must have been when I learned that
these distinguished citizens of the
eolith objected to my speaking
Mayor Dunne Is Lashed.
"And can you conceive of a United
States senator being annbberi by a
,rnayor?" he queried.- -
"Yo•I're all right." eame the cry of
some
"Don't be insulting," ye ed °then
'Will you pardon me if I say
have not the honor of the acquamt-
tine! of the mayor of Chicago. I have
never met him, never written to him.
never asked to see him. Then where
does the snub come in?" This caused
another laugh. "If anybody has been
snubbed it is these ladies who asked
this creature of a political hour to
preside at this eicetiog. What honor
could this man confer upon me by
presiding at this meeting?"
"None." shrieked the auaience.
Black Race Condemned.
In iis speech last night Tillman said
he people of the North did not under-
nd, therefore could not appreciate
ull meaning of the negro problem
de South.
Those who write about it. he said
"smart Meeks.", He condemned
e entire colored population almost
..ut exception ast being "by nature
and thieves."
c have gone the limit in the
th," he declared: elf we could
gone further, we would have de.
the negro of his vote. WWI
day comes, there win be trouble,
we eepect 't and are prepared
rhe senator predicted the
bloodiest race war the world
has ever known within twenty
years.
He advocated the repeal of
the fourteenth INZIandissent and
condemned Booker T. Wash-
ington as a teacher of revolu-
tionary doctrines among the
younger negrose, to whom
he whispers that they are the
equal of the white man.
0
o BRANTLEY BOLTON
PAW OFF CHECK
O COMPLAINTS MADE OF BOYS
O BREAKING VALUABLE
O SEWER PIPE.
O Hattie Owens, Colored, Stole Fine
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Hat From Clark Millinery House,
and Was Caught.
for it.
"The nigger shall no hanger rule
the South; of that we are confident
and for that we are ready to fight
Threatens the Shotgun.
"We will resort to the shotgun
which is the best instrument I have
ever seen to make a nigger stay in the
road. The situation is grave and calls
for wisdom and all manner of states-
manship. If we had our say, a nigger'
would never vote.
"I believe that God made the cc Kite
man out of clay different from that
the nigger was made from
"In West Virginia the wealthy mine
holders have imported enough colored
men to give a Republican majority
while in Deleware Addicks has done
the same.
"In Chicago the Republicans needed
the negro vote to elect their whole
ticket, so a nigger was sired for
office, elected, and then they counted
him out.
"In South Carolina the Republicans
are rotten. Those who go to national
conventions when there is a fight
come back well heeled with money,
while postoffice positions are sole and
the state is as bad as a province in
Russia
'Republicanism means negro equal-
.), while the democratic party means
'bite man supreme That is why we
:outherners are all democratic
"We admit that the low white men
of the South do marry negro women
bat I am unable to trace a parentage
of a single white woman and negro
man."
How to Itensely Conditions.
The speaker then discussed the acts
of brutality charged against the
Southern negroes and concluded:
'I advocate a passport and police
system so we may keep track of
these animals. They are like wild
beasts and attack helpless women,'
commit an act of vtotenee and then
flee.
"Lynch law is all we have left. I
do not believe in slavery, and could
1, with a stroke of a pen. get back
the slaves taken from my mother's
farm I would not do it."
The crowd that heard Senator Till-
man seemed to be in accord with most
of what he said, radical as were some
of his utterances. Women were
prominent in the audience that he
faced and these appeared to be his
most enthustaetic admirers.
In the fear that the members of the
race whom Senator Tillman attacked
might offer him violence while he was
in the city, he was guarded by police-
men from the moment he stepped off
a train yesterday morning. Blue-
bbat's wtre stationed around 11....s apait-
ments at the Great Northern Hotel
during the day end were out in full
force .at Orchestra Hall last night
In addition to the men in uniform
the senator was accorded the protee-
tkin of detectives. They dogged his
footsteps, ready to prevent his being
attacked or injured by any6ne who
objected to his views on the race
question. Assistant Chief of Police
Schuettler was in charge of the Till-
man body guard.
The precautions taken by the police
to safeguard the South Carolina lead-
er seemed to be needless. While
aere were many negroes in every
crowd through which the senator
passed they made no hostile demon-
stration. They seemed to be more
curious than spiteful.
Sunday School Training.
La,tnight the Sunday school teach-
ers of the First Prevbyterian church!
and Christian church, were addressedI
by Rector David 
_Wright and others
upon the training Schoc!.I to be started
the first of next year, and deep in-
terest/ is being manifested, indicating
that the class of instruction will start
off with a very large and enthusiastic
membership.
VOL. 23, .NUMBER 185
C
MAINS WILL COST "GENERAL MANAGER"
$240,000 ALONE OF AGED BLIND COUPLE
Yesterday at noon a young fellow
named Harry Cohen drifted into
police headquarters and sought as-
sistance, claiming to have run away
from home two months since and has
been traveling around over the coun-
try, "bumming" his way. The lad is
only about fifteen years of age and
his home is in Louisville.
While he has been out on the road
he has been working and begging his
way and yesterday applied to head-
quarters for something to eat and
wear.
The boss father is P. Cohen, who
is in business at 225 East Market
street, Louisville, and to whom a tale- down to the river. During the con-
gram was sent yesterday by Chief-, ference the Paducah officials in.
Collins, asking that a ticket be sent; structed Mr. Alvord to proceed with
for the lad. Showy afterwards the work of drafting the plans so the
father rang the up over the long c1111-1 third district can be started by nett
tance telephone, but the connectiona l swine.
being bad, the parent said he would i When Mr Alvord drew the plans
ring later on. As yet though no more.for the' district No. a that is now
word has been received from him I being laid he roughly sketched off
The lad is a very bright young drawings for No 3. so it could be
follow and seems to have gotten tired handy when the authorities definitely
of his trip on the road. The boy is deeded upon the third territory sew-
yet being cared for at the city hall erage. The original drawings for No ,
3 provided that in' the different hol-I
Money and Check Lost lovis of the district there be an "over-
The police were yesterday notified flow' outlet, from which the storm
that a package containing $141 and a water could run into the creeks.
check for $36 had been lost on such
ma.seasseat got a. im lib* o
Broadway. As yet no one has heard dergelatunsina that it could not be
JOHN JEFFERIES SAID HIS BUSINESS RTTWASNIT)OFA CCOMPANY
AROUND OVFIR THE COUNTRY
THREn:1' Witten:RS, SOLICITING ALMS FROM THE PUB-
LIC—SON PAID HIS BOARD BILL TO MR- MEACHAM, BUT
OVERLOOKED PUTTING UP FeR HE VENERABLE AND
UNFORTUNATE COUPLE.
Many people of this
gaged in many peculiar
stve" kinds of business,
limit was reached on
made yesterday that a
named John Jefferies
age have en-
and "progres-
but about the
the discovery
young fellow
was "general
nonager" of his bhnd father arid
mother, who are familiar figures up-
on the public streets, soliciting alms
from the community. The police de-
partment has run across about every-
thing in the odd, extraordinary and
extreme line, but this was the best—
being general manager of parents
who are blind and being conducted
upon an "alms-soliciting tour" over
of it being found. The check was
endorsed by Levi Bement and Walter
Purchase, and made payable to
Mariah Allcock
0441111111144m•
I Settled the Matter.Detective Win. Baker returned yes-terday morning from Owensboro
I where he went after Anode* Bolton
but the young man was not brought
back, on paying off the account
against him. Bolton when here sev-
eral weeks ago it is alleged. got Mr
Charles Reed of The Paltrier to cash
a $48 check drawn upon the Hender-
son National bank. The bank re-
turned the check here with the nota-i .
I bon that Bolton had no funds there
Detective Baker went over to bring
the young man back. if het did not
pay off the check and other expenses
He did this and was left there.
Breaking Sewer Pipes.
Catoain Frank Harlan yesterday in-
structed the police to keep a lookout
for boys who have been breaking
some of the piping usd in construct-
ing the new sanitary and storm sewers
over the city. Yesterday some lads
smashed a number of sections of
valuable mains on Tennessee between
Elevnth and Twelfth streets, and re-
port of it was made to headquarters
The officers are anxious to catch some
of the boys in order to make object
lessons of them
Stole Fine Hat.
Yesterday morning Hallie Owens
colored, went into the millinery estab-
lishment of Mrs. Con Williams
Clark on the second floor of Ogilvie'
store, and looked at some headgear
as a prospective customer. She de-
parted without buying, and in a few
moment it was discovered one of the
fiats was, gone. Officers Rogers and
Hessian arrested her at her home
in the 'North end of town ,and found
the hat, which was returned to the
owner. The woman was then locked
up for a chime of petty larceny.
GOODWIN TO TELL
ABOILS6som GAME
New York, Nov 28.—Nat Wood-
win the actor who was reported to
have woo $62,000 recently at faro and
In clads( cards with a Lcuisville mil-
1lionaire, has been asked to call atJerome's office. The district attorneywants to know where this gametook place. The summoning of Mr.
Goodwin has added to the scare of
I rambling progelsbota --. VT VI "1.' _, ........... r ...." II .1
carried off properly and fast enough
thrtmgh the mate sanitary outlet
which will empty into the river down
below the Illinois Central railroad
t
incline at foot of Campbell street
Mr. Washington if opposed to these
hollow outlets, taking the position that
the suburban and residence portions
of the city are building up so fast that
it will he only a matter of a few years
until ill these hollows are-filled with
dirt ind brought up to a common
level with the balance of the sur-
rounding ground. This filling would
cover up these outlets, so yesterday
Mr. Alvord was instructed to provide
for only one hollow outlet pipe, that
to be the one which will empty into
Bradshaw creek on Broadway just be-
yond Fountain avenue This does
away with about four that were pro-
vided for in the roughly sketched
drawings.
This No. 3 district will be improved
as Ncl ;there being storm and sani-
tary ewers combined, and Mr. Al-
vord, !before departing last evening at
6 o'clbek for his home In Chicago,
announced that he would have here
in about ten days or two weeks his
surveyors and othors. who will get
the grade of every foot of groqpd to
be in No. 3, andothen go back to
Chicago where they complete the
specifications and plans. It will be
somet:me in Tanuarv or February be-
fore this preliminary work is done
and the contracts will then be let in
time flu work to he commenced When
springkopens
The Vans for No. 3 provide for an
expenditure of about S240.000. far
mains lone, to which will be added
fifty per cent of this sum for the
laterals. These drawings will pro-
vide for most of the storm water to
be flowed into Bradshaw creek and
Cross creek, Island Creek and into the
Tennegke river. Some of the storm
water lll work throngh smaller pipes
to the iver on the North side of
town
CITY OF F2CIALS DIRECTED
ENGINEER ALVORD TO GET
UP RIRAWINGS.
STORM WATER RIM
INTO 11AOSIIAW CREEK
THIS NEW DISTRICT 18 AS
LARGE AS ALL OTHER
SEWERAGE TERRITORIES.
Eingirwer Alvord Proceeded on to His
Home, but Will Send His Men
Here in Two Weeks.
Yesterday morning Mr. Alvord, the
expert 'civil engineer of Chicago, ar-
rived here from the South where he
has been on business, and held a con-
ference with the hoard of public the country.
works, City. Engineer L. A. Wash- The unfortunate parents arc the
ington, arsd the ioint sewerage com- two who are seen so often upon the
mittee of the legislative boards, re- public corners, the man playing his
girding getting up the plans and sped violon and singing with a strong,
fications for sewerase distrwa No. 3 deep voice, while the Nor wife sits
that teal include all that portion of upon her stool at his side, with a la-the city from Thirteenth street on tle tin cup into_ which the sympa-
the East, the city limits in West End tbetic public drops the coins. It
on the West. Tennessee street on the seems tbe couple, together with their
South, and to Rowlandtown beyond son, John Jeffnes, has been stopping
Trimble street on the North, then
at the boarding house of Mr C. W
Meacham of Fourth and Adams
streets. The blind nAn's party has
been hers for the past two weeks,
and yesterday they decided to go
into Illinois contaming ther trip.
It seems the son paid his board
bill at the Meacham place, but
"forgot" to liquidate the money due
for feeding his blind parents Mr
Meacham came down to police
headquarters and got out a warrant,
charging young Jeffries with attempt-
ing to defraud him out of the board
money due for the aged couple. The
document was put in the hands at
Officers Johnson and Cross who hur-
ried to the ferryboat Bettie Owe*
where they found Jeffries and the
aged pair Jeffries was told what
was wanted with him, and he immed-
iately pat up his gold watch, to guar-
antee that he would pay the board
for the man and woman when they
returned here. He was then releas-
ed and the ticker taken ao police
headquarters where it will be kept
until they get back, an! if he thea
pays the bill, the ittavieserM .be re-
tv anrned and warr t
While the officers were thlkiug to
him on the boat, they asked him what
business he was engaged in, and be %
replied that be was the "ogneral
manager" for his aged and blind par-
ents on their alms-soliciting -tours
over thecountry.
Jefferies is a big, strapping young
fellow, and the officers informed him
he should be out making an honor-
able living for the aged people, and
not living off the funds gotten
through charity of the public
A number of people were around
when Jefferies stated what his busi-
ness was, and their criticisms of him
were severe and sharp, all expressing
themsdves as thinking it a pity and
shame the aged couple could not be
cared for better
Mr lvord yesterday submitted one
set of glans providing that huge mains
running to the river North of Trim-
ble street to carry off everything, but
the cost of this would be something
litre Sacio,ono.
LTER M'CLAIN CLEARED
OF DOUBLE KILLING CHARGE
JURY AT MAYFIELD .RETURN
FECT AND MONDAY USER
—OFFICER HURLEY YESTE
CAUGHT LOUIS HICKS, COL
WARD IS QPIPERED, BEING CHARGED WITH munitimuNG
MD WATERS AT NEW MADR ID, MO. LAST FEBRUARY
ED A VERDICT TO THIS W-
TI( WAS GIVEN TO M'CLAIN,
RDAY THOUGHT HZ HAD
OREM, FOR WHOM A $ep ES-
Monday in the circuit ccurt at May
field the jury handed in a verdict ac-
quitting Walter McClain, the young
fellow who was arrested here some
months ago and taken back to an-
swer the charge of killing his broth-
er. Berthol McClain, and also John
Canter Young McClain is well
known in this city, where he was
stopping at the borne of relatives on
North Twelfth street when arrested.
On Sunday, March 17th. isos, Wal-
ter McClain, his brother Berthol and
John Canter, were at the crossroads
store in Lynnville, cut from May-
field. It seems that considerable
irrinking was being done, and while
frolicking oround Walter McClain
and John Canter got inth a quarrel
Berthol McClain walked up to separ-
ate the two and take Walter Mc-
Clain home, when the latter pulled
his revolver and ben firing pro-
triEcuously. When the smoke clear-
ed away Canter and Berthol Mc-
Clain lay upon the ground with fatal
injuries received from the bullets.
Walter McClain skipped out and
was gone for about twelve months,
traveling through the West and
North. Finally he came to this city
anti went to the home of relatives
The stationmen of the Tenth and
Jones streets fire station have them-
selves finished their work Of laying
contrete pavements in lilac station
yard, which is greatly 'Reproved by
the week.
SPECIAL PRISON TRAIN FULL
OF CRIMINALS STARTS SOUTH
Washington, Nov train
vractically unique in the annals of
railroading left Washington at 2:4.5
o'clock this afternoon for Atlanta. It
'Va• a special pdson train of five or-
dinary day coaches over the South-
ern railway, the passengers being
eighty-seven/Federal prisoners from
various state penitentiaries in the
Eastern states, and forty-seven
guards
I ptisoners were assembled here tinderA —4 the guard of United States marshals electric lights »ot bUrning.) .. .
on North Twelfth, where be was lo-
cated by the Mayfield offcers who
came here last spring, arrested him
and took him to that city where he
has been under charge of murder
ever since. but now goes clear on
trial. It took several days to try
the matter, able lawyers being lined
up on both \sides, anti battled every
inch of ground
The train will arrive in Atlanta to-
morrow about noon, and the convicts
will be transferred to the United
States penal institution there, which
rrcently was thrown open to Federal
prisoner& from all parts of the conn-
t ry.
UNA sisk and this morning the
Not The Right Man.
Officer Aaron Morley yesterday
thought he had captured Louis Hick.
colored, who is wanted for murder-
ing Ed Waters at New Madrid, Ma,
last February Toth, but the suspect
proved to be the wrong man. The
patrolman found a negro named Goo
Green at Ward's saloon on Eleopth
and- Caldwell streets, and arresled
him, the dark), answering most of
the description sent here for the real
murderer preen was taken to po-
lice headquarters where 't was di.-
covered he was not the right man,
and was released. He is from John-
sonville, Tenn , bet has been running
on the steamers Dick Fowler and
Clyde for some months
There is a $33o reward foe Hicks
who killed Waters.
ON.
and deputies Fifteen of the con-
victs came tom Pittsburg, ten from
Auburn, N Y.. twenty-four front
New York City, six from Northern
New York, eight from Boston, nine
from Trenton, N. J., eight from
Philadelphia and seven from Balti-
more.
On the train they were handcuffed
in couples, each pair being allotted
four seats, so that they mien make
the long trip of 60 miles ht com-
fort, and be able to obtain some sleep.
The prisoners ranged in age from
nineteen to seventy-five years.
Arrangements were made to give-
he gnat ds and prisonrs supper at
I ynchburg, Va., and breakfast tarmac-
rotr at Central, S. C.
: The official tender of.the city dockle
should get buy. Ftsr four nights now
1 the dock in the city hall tower hasbeen invisible . on account of tlIO
4
•
40
•
•
e‘.
•
WANTS $10,000 DAMAGE FOR
ALLEGED SLANDEROUS 'REMARK
A. T. ATCHISON YESTERDAY FILED SUIT IN THE CIRCUIT
COURT AGAINST JOHN D. McELYA, FOR AN ALLEGED
SLANDEROUS REMARK — COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY
AND SHERIFF FORCE PREPARING FOR THE CRIMINAL
TERM OF CIRCUIT COURT—JOHN JACKSON, WHITE, HELD
OVER ON CHARGE OF BOOTLEGGING — OTHER COURT
NOTES.
A. J. Atchison yesterday tiled stritin
circuit court against John D. MicElya
for $10,000 damages, on the ground
that November 23rd, of this year, Mc-
Elya made a slanderous remark about
Horse Was Injured.
Clarence E. Greenlea sued Bert
tiholson for $a°. Greenlea claims
that rhis month while he was driving
past Ninth and Broadway that the
abaft of Gholson's rig struck the side
of Greenlea's horse, and injured the
animal badly. Greenlea claims
negligence and the fault of Gliolson
that the accident occurred.
Conunonwealth Attorney.
Commonwealth Attorney John 6
I.ovett was here yesterday from Ben-
ton, preparing for the December term
of criminal court which convenes next
Monday. and during which time he
prosecutes all parties brought before
the court on charges
Wants His Children.
Operator J. R. Johnson of the Illi-
nois Central railroad telegraph office
at White Plains, Ky., is in the city
trying to get possession of his tail
children, Stella. aged to years. and
Blanche, aged 8 years who are by
his first wife The children are at the
home of their grandmother. Mrs. Ann
Raper of yoll Ashbrook avenue, and
the father has been trying to get them
for some weeks. He came here and
yesterday went to the Raper home
but possession was refused him, and
be applied to Justice Charles Emery
for an attachment for the little ones
but this being impossible. the inagis-
Why Under Side of Animals Is White
It remained for an artist, Abbott
If Thayer. to discover an interesting
law of nature with reference to col-
oration Some years ago Mr Thayer
with his artist's eye for light and
shade, discovered what the textural-
notwithstanding their aecipaint-
*nee u ith many varieties of imitative
and protective coloration in animals
had rip to that time failed to dad-
date—the reason why the under parts
of fishes, reptiles, mammals birds and
esen insects are so generally *bite
or light. It is a natural law, which
Can be very simply stated in this wise 
animals *e painted by nature dark-
est on those parts which tend to be
more lighted by the sky light and
vice versa.
Out of doors, of course, the light
comes commonly from above, and
Otis the majority of wild creatures
ore darker on their backs and lighter
below, where the shadow of their
own bodies upon the- lighter color
tends to equalize it with that of the
upper parts Thus a dead bird with
wood cdlored back, lighter shades on
w,ng and sides and. white hreast may
look. when held, in the hand, as if
the conspicuous silvery brilliance of
the breast feathers would more easily,
betray it to the searching eye of the
MaiMar. Not at an . It would be
much more easily discavered if it
were dull brown al? over. Mr. Thay-
er proved in an open air meeting of
ornithologists at Cambridge by means
of a series of cleverly devised eitneri-
Mien ts.
He placed three sweet potatoes hor-
izontally on wires a few inches above
the ground. They were covered with
a sticky material, and then dry earth
from the road where they stood was
sprinkled over filer!' tn g;vr tller.i the
vary color of their background
The two end ones were painted
white on the under side, and the white
color was shaded up and gradually
mixed with the brown of the sides
When viewed from a little distance
these two end ones, which were white
lbelow. disappeared from sight, while
the middle one stood out in strong
INffief and appeared much darker than
it really was Mr. Thayer snepleitie I
That terrestrial birds and mammals
which are protectively covered have
the under parts white, or very light
nolor. and that the color of these
sander parts usually shades graduallly
into *hat of tlye ripped parts. This is
essential in order to eounterract the ef-fect of the shadow side, which other-
wise, as shown by the middle potato,
snakes the object abnormally conepic-
none and causes it to appear much
darker then it really is.
In the case of Mr Thayer's experi-
ments some of the ornithologists
could hardly believe that the strik-ing differences in the visibility of the
three potatoes was entirely due to the
coloring of the under side, and Mr.
.7ehayer was asked to color the mid-dle one like the two others, in order
that the effect might be observed'Mr. Thayer complied with the requests
painting the under side of the middlepotato white and shading the white
op into the sides, as in the case of the
others The effect was almost magi-
trate referred him to a lawyer to havu
a 'writ of habeas corpus instituted in
the circuit court. As yet the father
haft not filed his writ.
Sheriff Very Busy.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and his
office force, are very busy, summon-
ing- jurors, witnesses and others for
attendance at the criminal term of
circuit court, which convenes next
Monday morning. They are also
serving many bench warrants issued
on the indictments brought in the
last term' of court against different
parties. Everybody arrested on
one of these, has given bond for his
appearance. none having to be locked
up.
Jackson Held Over.
John Jackson, white, has been held
to the federal court grand jury by
United States Conwnissioner Armour
Gardner, on the charge of selling
liquor in Calloway comity yvithout a
license.
Jackson was arrested by Deputy
United States Marshal Wade Brown
who is now in Graves county and
other places on business. He will re-
lent today
Property Sold.
J M'. Worten has transferred to J
N Pryor for $400 property on Worten
avenue. The deed was left yesterday
with the clerk to he recorded.
Licensed to Marry.
William afellis. aged 59, and Salli
Gary, aged 48, colored, were yestee
day granted a license to marry.
cal. The middle potato at once disap-
peared from view.
A similar experiment wai made on
the lawn. Two potatoes were paint-
ed green to resemble the green of the
grass above which they were suspend-
ed One was panned white on the
under side, and at once became iv.'-
ibis- when viewed from a little dis-
tant e. %sink the other showed plainly
and seemed very dark, the shadow,
superadded to the green of the other
side, making it remarkably convict'
nue The experiments were an over
whelming success.
The ride of natural coloring which
Mr Thayer thus perce:ved like in
artist and proved like a scientist is so
general throughout the animal king-
dom, and of such importance in pre-
serving species from destruction, that
many naturalists believe that he has
made a remarkable discovery.
The best work of all is work for all
:REACHING POLE
BY AN AIRSHIP
'Observations Strengthen Walte
Wellman in Belief.
Chicago, Nov 28.—Belief in the
practicability of -reaching the North
Pole by airship has been greatly
strengthened in the mind of Walter
Wellman, leader of the Wellman po-
lar expedition, as a„„result of his ob-
servations last summer at the expe-
dition's base of supplies in Spitzber-
ifeb-
Mr. Wellman, who has recently ar-
rived from Paris, whither he will re-
turn in two weeks to superintend the
reoonstruction of his dirigible balloon
arrived in Chicago for a brief stay.
Mr. Weilinan declared 1.ist nigh:
that 'his experience in Spitzbergen last
summer proved that his scheme for
getting to the pole by the aerial route
was even more feasible than he had
at first supposed. Both he and Maj.
H. B. Merzy. head of the United
States weather bureau at Milwaukee
who also spent the summer in Spitz-
bergen, nre strengthened in • their
opinion that the airship plan offers a
very strong chance of success. Their
observation showed that there were
days upon days during last July when
the pole could have been reached in
about thirty hours from their supply
base by airship, while the genera'
weather conditions during almost their
entire northern stay were favorable/in
the extreme for the flight.
The airship :is now being enlarged
and much improved in Paris, and will
afford even a better chance of getting
to the pole than it did in its origin-al
form.
CHILD FALLS INTO
BOILING WATER
.Fulton, Ky.. Nov. 26—Roan Lowe
aged three years, the small son of
WhIliam Lowe and wife, while play-
ing in the back yard at his home in
this city, yesterday fell into a pot
of boiling water. His, little Sody in
many plates was: burned to the bones
I-fe is still alive, but little nom; is
entertained for his' recovery,
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BANK WILL
MOVE SOON
CHILD'S AWFUL
SKIN IP19011
MECHANICS AND FARMERS Screamed with Pain — Suffering
BANK WILL BE IN NEW Nearly Broke Parent's Heart—QUARTERS NEXT WEEK. Twelve Years of' Misery—Doctor
Called Case Incurable — Hel"ed
By the Last of Next Week There Will from First, at.d
Be Ready the New Room for
Stutz and I. C. OR ce.
The building at 210 Broadway is be-
ing rapidly gotten into condition for
occupancy by the Mechanics and
Farmeirs Savings bank, which will
move into it next Moonday. as shown
by the bank's advertisement in an-
other column of this issue.
The bank has always done business
since it was started, in the same
building with the American-German
National bank, but several weeks ago
the savings institution purchased the
210 Broadway building from Mr. E
Rehkopf, who owned it individually
and which was occupied by his sad-
dlery firm until the latter was forced
into bankruptcy.
A fine, strong vault has always
stood in the place, and this will be
used by the bank, in addition to the
many fixtures and pieces of counting
room equipment installed. By the
first of next week the bank will have
finished entirely its removal.
Stutz Preparing.
Mr. P. E. Stutz . is pwaring to
move from his present temporary lo-
cation at 424 Broadway back to his
'old stand beside the ladies' entrance
ou the Broadway side of the Palmer
The new place will be ready for him
by the last of next week. Wawa he
was under the Palmer before he had
the entire corner, the room facing on
Fifth, but during the hostelry's recon-
struction this room was cut half in
two, a double storeroom made to
face Broadway. and Stutz takes that
besides, the lull.' entrance, while
the Illinois Central railroad will use
the corner room as its general down-
town froiaht and passenger headquar-
ters. which will he moved from the
present location in stoa fleoadway
The railroad is building a handsome
set of fixtures for the new office.
which will front on Broadway, and
have the rear entrance in thePalmer
rotunda
•
"BIG STICK" FOR
THE PRESIDENT
Sent by Trust-Busting Dameczatic
Admirers of Marion, 0.
PIttsburg, Pa.. Nov. "big
stick- provided by nature is on the
way to the president. according 1,, the
Post today. In a special dispatch
from Marion, 0. it is announced that
Congressman Grant F. Mouser of that
city last night received a large gourd
from one of Vs constituents with a
note requesting that it be delivered
to President Roosevelt. The gourd
is about four feet long and is said to
resemble one of the published pictures
of the 'big stick." Attached to the
gourd was the following message:
"Mr. Roosevelt: Please accept this
'big stick' and send to congress at-
tached to your next message and tell
them to be good It was apparently
designed by providence for your ..ff;
cial use.
"From yout trust-busting Demo-
cratic admirers of Marion, 0."
RESULT OF NEGRO
DISFRANCHISEMENT
South's Rapid Industrial Development
Explained by Mr. Williams.
Wakhalls Miss., Nov. 28.—The
South's rapid industrial development
was last night attributed by Congress-
man Tolm WIII;1•115 to the stub -
manual political disfranchisement of
the negro, He said that from t800 to
moo tlississippi had made greater in-
creasse in manufacturing than Connec-
ticut and the South generally a great-
er per cent than New England. As a
reason for this he said:
"The reason consists in the fact
that in tflgo Mississippi adopted a
constitutional virtually disfranchisng
the negro race, without, however, vio-
lating the provisions of the fifteenth
amendment."
Louisiana. South Carolina. North
Carolina. Virginia and Alabama bad
done likewise, he said, and the result
had been racial peace accompanied by
material welfare.
As a solution of the negro probblya
Mr. Williams favored importing white
laborers.
SCHOOL TRUSTEES INDICTED
Two of Jacksonville Board Accused of
Making Unlawful Contracts.
Jacksonville. Ill., Nov 27 --C. G
Rutledge. cashier of Ayers National
bank, and J A. Obermeyer, a drug-
gist, both members of the board of
education, were indicted today on a
charge of making unlawful contracts
in purchasing swisplies for pttfalic nu oat be 44047111411 0 i 01W1
schools. newsier, popes. Ma Mu *
SPEEDILY. CURED BY
CU IICURA REMEDIES
"I whit to inform you that your
wonderful Cutieura has out a stop to
twelve years of misery I passed with
my sun. As an in-
fant I aotioed on
his body a red spot
and treated same
with differen hem-
edies for about five
years, but when
the spot began to
get larrth, putazeif of doh1na ctors. &der
four different parts of his . The
their treatment the diesesebolaread to
longer the doctors treated him wmee
rough and form like saike. At ' t it
it grew. During the dew it wu,a14 get
would be cracked, inflamed, and y
swollen, with terrible burning and tie-
ing. When I think of his suffering, it
nearly brealui my heart. HU screams
eould be heard down stairs. 711. ad-
of myaon snide niefull of misery.
I had no ambition to work, to eat, nor
could I sleep.
"One doctor told me that my eon's
enema was incurable and gave at up
for a bad job. One evening I saw an
article in the paper about the wonderful
Cutleura and -decided to give it a trial.
" I tell you that Cutirurs Ointment
Is worth its weight in gold; and whoa I
had used the first box of Ointment than
was a great inaprovetnent, and by the
time I had wed the @wood set of CNiti-
curaSoap,Ointment, and Resolvent my
child was cured. He is now twelve
years old, and his akin Is as fine and
smooth as silk. (signed) Niched Stein-
man, 7 Sumner Avenue, Itooklyn,
N. Y., April 16, 1905."
osawas asuras .01 hewer mow- ••••rinew., ewe is true. 1.•. • vs Aip.
wog. fil Sam el Ca=
••••1•0•4 at •••,
al OA .100, • ARE* • • ••••••••,..p•••• Dne • Chow Or,. Pl..... Ow
srallailed risk - are seer. lla•••••. '416•011.'
COURTED SEVENTEEN
YEARS BEFORE THL v WED
Iowa Couple More Than -o Years
Old Married in New York.
c‘‘ York. No. At --Mu-. %tarn-
teen years of constant courl•hip Miss
Anna Jennie Van News, Oft, sears
old, of Pine Brook, N 5. and James
Ketcham, fiftysix sears ohl. of Ana-
mosa, Ia . weer married at the home
of Miss Van Ness yesterhiy The
wedilinghad been po‘troe ed from
time to time during the m aty years'
engagement. owing to the fact that
al.-% Van Ness had her aged parents
to ...ok alter and air Kiteham also
had with him in hi. h..trt,. in Iowa
h • parent.. alio were both feeble.
The pars in• oi both are ri•w resting
in their grays,
 Mr .aid Nits. Ketc
ham left last night for Iowa. where
Mr. Ketcham ha • a large stock farm
His -..-ength is Lin we.tirness who
forget • :he neat
ILLINOIS Cal tRAL
EXCUi(1014 BULLETIN
chicago, Ill.—Internab nal UT,
Stock Expositions. Dates sale Not,
sgth, December tst, d sad atie.
1906. Retorts limit December aodt
too() Round trip rate Ir2.011.
Mexico City, itex—Am .i.an Pub-
lic Health association Dn. es of sale.
Nov. 22 to a& tois6. inclu ,vi; return
limit 6o days from date of sale. Stop-
overs going and rettirnin, at points
as are authorized on wit.:er 1..nrist
tickets Round trip rate $sa.
The Publisher's
Claims Sustained
UNITED STATES COURT OF CLASSIII
'I ire Publ,Iter• of Webster's IsteriustlesollDictiessrykigU:r that it •*ia. in fact,the popu-lar In everydelartalirabnd vastlytals=n every pH rt. vrttkthe porno's of whipillbe it to rust Um largerRI td se ere r requimillirents of another ileums-
t 
Inn."
 of the opinion that this aneirstiee
most clear.y and accurately deacribes the
work that bar been accompti•hed and the
result that hubs= reached. The nessiimarr.as It now Mandl, he. been tho lyre-
edited In every detail, has been to:tn. hi
every part. walk salmirably adapted to nutthe larger and Severer requirements or a
Ireneraillorsilo rkinicalwknohjewaiedgsdemaildethanniaonrey geuerationor r"Warthat the world Utterer contained.It is perhaps needless to *dd that we referto the dictionary In our judicial work as of.
the hitches*, itortty In accuracy of &Ifni
will bs Use sottre• of constant tvlfere
tem; and that in the tutu teas In (trot it
CESIUM C. 20= Chime Nona
cOLswkrt ,WIttoor
MA_
771a ahem refers te. WrBSTra'S
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
:THE °RANO PRIZE
tioc uthitArtrxes:rxr.tonti
GET THE LATEST AND BEST
G. & C. MERRIAM cock, v
an fl GT; eustateurite. . k 7
arm no °MELD, NIMS.
•
"Take This Suggestion"
As Many Others Have _none to
'Their Great Delight and Se tjaction
GREAT DELIGHT AND SATISFACTION MAKE!'! A RULE
TO SAVE SOMETHING EV ERY DAY, AT LEAST EVERY
PAY DAY AND DEPOSIT YOUR SAVINGS IN THIS BANK
WE PAY 4 PE RCENT INTEREST ON DEPOSITS.
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway.
Cdron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
Foe die ellsgsamme sag potions and the citizens of Padecah. WIMoe placed copies ci die directories o f the cities named below in the morn-lag Register dike at say Broadwa y, where the public is invited to callwhen desiring the address of any resident of the cities names', 
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE SIXTH OF IIE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALLsorilLNY CITY, PA
AT! ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD
BOSTON. MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CO NW.
BRONX. N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.
CINCINNATI. 0.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLEVELAND. 0.
COLUMBUS. 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO Spy:mos, COLO
COVINGTON. KY.
DAYTON. 0.
DENVER. C01.0.
DETROIT. MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DULUTH, NUN N.
F AIR FEELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
KANSAS CITY, KA&
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA.
CONES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY
SALE:
PRICE $4.00
MAKITOU. COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN
NASHVILLE, TENN.
N AUG ATU CPC , CON!.
NEWARK. N. J.
NEW ALISAMY,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW °RUMS'S. LA.
NEWPORT, KT.
NEW YORE CITY.
NORWICH. CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND. VA.
SALT LAKE CITY. MAIL
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATPORD. CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLXDO, O.
UTICA, N. T.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS. N. T.
FOR igia6-07 ON
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
, Register Office, 523 Broadway
It is neither economy nor good taste
to put a poor cover over a good set of
works. •
' A good case is always advisable, par-
_ ticularly if the works are first class.
Silver, Gold-filled or solid Gold—
all reliable—ar• here."
CHRISTMAS -
DISPLAY IS READY
Jeweler
—4
Matt% Urger
zUndertakers and Embalmers.
co.
180 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
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1 Thanksgiving
********eiteree“marrukaarritatarmarrersokrareeer
Enter Into His gates with thanksgiving, aud into His courts with praise; be thankf
al unto Him and bless
His name---Ps. C-4
—erre
•Few Find Tbne
T: Be Thankful
In the busy rush of living very few
pi spi, tone td bc
or realize the everyday and 
vital
blessings that are pouring in u
pon
them The Puritans must have rec-
ognized this even in their day, 
when
eey inaugurated a custom that has
become as firmly fixed as the con
sti-
tution of the United States. Wh
ile
the adherents of the Pilgrim 
church
which was exiled front England 
in
nad sent a colony over to New
England in the Mayflower in itoo
are unquestionably to be cred
ited
weh our nation's Thanksgiving ilea
which appeals so deeply to the h
eart
of the patriotic American. the 
custom
of thanksgiving was undoubtedly sug
-
gested by the Hebrew "Feast of 
the,
Tabernacles " or "Feast of Ingath-
ering," at the end of the year. 
Oc-
casionally thanksgiving was not un-
eal in Europe.
After the first harvest of the 
colon-
ists at Plymouth in Teti, Gov.
 Brad-
ford sent four men oat f
owling that
they might rejoice and celebrate 
in
feaming together. In July, tfiee, a
 day
of fasting and prayer was 
appointed
on account of the drouth Rain 
came
while the people were praying 
and
the governor appointed a 
day for
thanksgiving which was observed 
with
religious service There was 
a sim-
ilar change of fast-day into 
Tranks-
giing in neer, when supplies 
came
from Ireland All of these 
earlier ap-
pointeneets, however, were made 
st
various seascms of the year and
 for,
special purposes—usually for the 
time-
ly arrival of ships with 
supplies—bist
in later years on account of 
the har-
vests. This substantiated a A
xed
Thanksgiving day late in the fall af
-
ter the harvest time was ove
r, and
also the celebration of the day 
by
first a religions service and t
hen a
feast Vilien the Revolutio
nary war
n
Thanksgiving had become a
tal holiday and wait annually 
rec-
ommended by congress. However, 
af-
ter the general thanksgiving for 
peace
in tefia there was no national 
appoint-
ment until reeo, when 
President
Washington by a request of congress
recommended settUg aside a day of
thanks for the adoption of the con-
stitution In later years. daring 
the
civil war, Lincoln iisued a procl
ama-
tion recommending a special thanks
-
giving for victory in r862 wad teffs
Since then proclamations have been
made by the president and governors
of the various states, and cust
oms
has fixed the date on the last Theme
-
den in November.
It is see years since that first
Thanksgiving dinner in New England
was eaten, but to many of as the ar-
oma of the turkey as we gather round By land or
 sea from the town tonight
Hang a lantern aloft on the beltry
arch
Of the North church tower as a sig-
nal light—
One if by land and two if by sea;
And I on the opposite shore will be
Ready to ride and spread the alarm
Through every Middlesex village and
farm
For the country folks to be up and
to arm."
In like manner we have the songs
of Whittier depicting those early days
in the land of the Pilgrim fathers.
By the magic of his pen be brings
clearly to our view the every-day life
of that sturdy race. We see the old
homes and the farms. In our fancy:
"Still sits the school house by the
road,
A ragged beggar sunning;
eta, they brooked no breach in those 
Around it still the sumaehs grow
ftindamental laws that forme? the ,ha. 
And blackberry vines are running."
Pi of their theological system. The A
nd then it is an easy step in our
laws of New England must be obeyed 
reveries to join Ik Marvel, that prince
and justice, cruel, swift and certain
fell upon the evil-doer. The genius
of Hawthorne has painted in one
minds this picture of the Puritans
The green-clad mountains and the
waving trees are brought before us.
We sigh for poor Hester and pity
,e young ministees struggle; he-
manhood and self. while the
witch antics of Mistress tiibbinc re-
call vividly those dark days of super-
stition at Salem.
Then has another master hand Con-
up for us those scenes--
In the old colony days in Plymouth
the land of the Pilgrims.
We have followed the courtehip of
;Miles Standish and have heard the
message of love borne by John Al-
den for another, The struggle of the
fair-haired. youth has been as our
own. We have heard hint plead the
curse of his friend before the "Puri-
tan flower." PriScilla, while his own
heart was breaking for the love he
-weld not tell. We hahe smelled the
Sweetneee of the Plymouth woods:
-as &We WM* Ai Manilla 'Di the
•0
tet4hnthent4selkend***,*4st***dt**itdie*4tnre4esnetfsftdtttdetetthaeeetth****-t******4t
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THANKSGIVING DAY THE The Origin Of
OLDEST OF OUR. HOLIDAYS; Thanksgiving Day
11 -st ErAjoIned a:, neligicus as Well as Civic Obligation,
The Spirit of the Season R.entains
religious element is given less prom-
erently established a day of thanks- inesce in the forms in which the d
ay
giving for mercies which to us seem is observed, in the hearts of all 
there
no more than commonplaces of a mea-
ger existence, the spirit of the occa-
sion survives. ,
Through all the vicissitudes of our
national development Thanksgiving
day has been preserved as peculiarly
the New England memorial. For
generations it had a sectional observ-
ance and a limited significance. It
was not until the white heat of the
civil war fused our people of all sec-
tions into a nation homogeneous that
the New England Thanksgiving was
made that of the whole country.
Since the first proclamation by the
president, calling., for the observance
of a day of themes foe the preserva-
tion of the union of the states, the
custom has been maintained; the gen-
eration of today knows it in this
character.
This is the oldest of our holidays
In the early times of sectarian intol-
erance, when church and state were haps grevious afflictions, whose pain 
desses, Demeter and Ceres They
joined in the rule of Massachusetts is not yet dulled. Let such summon gave than
ks for the abundance of
there was no Christmas under the up the resources of the faith that sus 
their crops and the preservation of
I
law Observanceof the natal day of tamed the men of the first Thanksgiv- the
ir lives.
the Prince of Peace was discouraged. ing days. who felt as well as believed 
Coming a little newer to our own
that "whom the Lord loveth, them Thanksgiving is the English H
arvest
he chasteneth;" and let all look for- Home. The sturdy boys and 
girls
ward straight into the ftsture where daced on the greensward. or 
engaged
if not prohibited, by harsh enaCt-
inents. But the recognition of the
day of thanksgiving was enjoined se
a religious as well as a civic obliga-
tion.
All this is changed in the growth
of our people, our commonwealth
the sun shines with a glory and a
gracious warmth unknown to the race
of mankind at any period before this
favdred century.
the table, surrounded by family and
friends to offer up thanks for the
abundance of worldly goods YAW
which our households have been sup-
plied will recall the legends of the
old New Fertgland days and review the
customs of that Thanksgiving in Ply-
mouth in 1621 With a little stretch
of the imagination one can almost
discern that throng of sober-looking
bearded nun, clad in dark-colored
-.garment' and wearing steeple-crown-
ed hats, with here and there among
them' the women with quaintly shaped
hoods ?MI devoid of ribbons. jewelry
and ornaments. It was such a gather-
ing as this that Hester Prynnc faced
when condemned to wear the scarlet
letter. Stern and unrelenting—them.
Selves exiled from the -mother coun-
try on account of their religious ten-
a season of gl.idsomc tradi-
Far away as are our lives
from those of the little•band of col-
onists of Massachusetts bay who rev-
It is
tions.
brook over pebble and shallow at the
fore. We have seen the bloom of the
May flowers and we have caught the
sacred anthem sung by the sweet-
voiced maiden. Our hearts have gone
out to John Alden and we fn would
have spoken ter him Then we have
laughed, too, when amid her spin-
ning—
warm water *have a piece of brown
laundry soap about an inch square
containing a good proportion of !ye
When this is thoroughly dissolved
add a tablespoonful of gum arabie
and stir till melted. then a tea-
spoonful of gdycerine is necessary
and lastly a comet of cold water.
If the bubble-makers are not very
"Archly the maiden smiled, and with little people, and know how to keep
eyes overrunning with laughter, the water out of their mouths, 
Won-i ting recognition of the whole in pan-
Said, in a tremulous voiee• 'AMITY derfully colored bubbles can be de 
tude, vrhieh should overflow with
mirth and festivity
don't you speak for yourself by separating this mixture into cups
John?'" land adding a pinch of different ifs- 
Massasoit the great Indian chief
Thus has the immortal poet led us mond dyes to each. Rut for the lit- 
was bidden to the feast, and he and
through the paths of love io that quiet tie people strawberry or currant juice 
iittety of his Wampanoag braves came
New England village. But it was not for pink bubbles, and orange 
juice s., thc celebration Nature had pro-
always the songs of peace that he for yellow are perhaps safer. The lye 
vided a bountiful stipply for this first'
khankogiving !and the eoneters sat
sang, for he tells us how Paul Revere. in the soap. plus the glycerine in-
says to his friend: creases the brilliancy of the bubbles
"I' • • If the British march and the gum gives them elasticity
Hot water is necessary to dissolve the
of bachelors, in his reveries over the
wood fire in Isis quiet farm house in
New England. One can almost see
that broad bachelor bedstead now
with the soft, warm feathers upon it
aid hear the crackling of the oak and
hickory on the hearth, between the
broken panes of glass. Thus are we tatohs will be surprised to see that
whistling of the wind through the burn from end to end, hut the spec- 
ness and religious adoratiot was el
en to it by our Pilgrim fathers.
led through sweet dream memoriesethe ring does not fall, being sun-
'to • better understanding and a dearer' rted b  
down to a table heavily laden with
water fowl, wild torkeyt venison and
products of -corn and barley. They
,
various ingredients, but unless cov.4
gave thanks to God that through Hs
water is added they expand and break 
numberless blessings they were far
too rapidly in the blowing process. A 
horn want.
'
curious pipe that will blow several 
e. standing on the borderland of
bubbles at one time can be obtained
the twentieth century with, all the ad-
from any kindergarten supply house.
vantages of developed industry, can
scarcely realize the hardships our Pil-
Place on the surface of the water 
grim fathers had to endure. Not a
in a glass or basin a 'number of smaff 
family in the little colony had es-
pieces of camphor of various sizes 
caped the ravages of death and disease
together representing the Ibsen
or the onslaughts of the treacherousOf.
and bloodhirsty Indians. Yet, not-
withstanding ail this, they were glad
to offer praise and thanksgiving for
the blessings they had received. _
And there in the sombre woodland
bathed in the soft mellow sunlight,
and caressed by the balmy winds of
• •• 
sinksgiving day which we
I, a curenusite one,
made up of parts of celebrations of
that day by other people. We have
taken the time from one, the feast
from another, and the gathering of
our nation, to the stature which we the people from still 
another. Let us
see today. Our whole people unite then trace its origin from 
the remotest
In the giving of thanks; and if the era to the presen
t time.
Picture to yourself old Jerusalem
lying on and among the hills the
Mount of Olives standing as a faith-
is a no less reverent gratitude for the ful sentinel over the
 c.ty. On the
benefactions with which the Power fifteenth day of the s
eventh month
which rules the universe has crowned great multitudes of people
 Journeyed
the life of people and of individuals in toward the Holy City, 
for it had been
this happy age. decreed that after the 
ingathering of
We must be glad, every one of us the corn and wins there s
hould be
that we live today The condit;ton seven days of burnt offering
 and an
of hginanity is not perfect; there are eighth day of solemn 
communion
cruel exceptions to universal human and holy convocation in 
remembrance
felicity; but the advance has not on:y of the exodus from Egypt. 
Booths
been great, but steady and full of mar- were built of pine, olive and
 myrtle
velous promise tor the race. And as branches. Altars were 
constructed
for the insmetiate present, we have upon which sacrifices we
re offered
only to compare existing conditions of by the Jewish deovtee to the 
Great
phyaical comfort, of intellectual urn- Creates- Although the
 glory of this
provernent, of moral and social uplift- great Hebrew festival has l
ong passed
lug with those enjoyed by our prede- away, the fundamental principle, that
cessors, to feel a wave of congratnla- everyone should rejoice before 'he
tion surge over our hearts Lord in the fruits of the h
arvest. has
Personally, many of us may feel entered into the harvest 
observances
that fortune, or Iirovidence, has dealt of other hands.
harshly with. us during the past year The Greeks and Roman
s held like
There have been d'sappointmente, per- celebrations in honor of their hod-
in other athletic sports, the fun and
frolic continuing for a week, while
religious services were held every
evening in the chapels
When the Pilgrim forefathers came
to this country they brought with
them many of the customs of their
own native land. During the autumn
of 1623. Gov. Bradford tnade prepara-
tions for a rejoicing, not instituted to
celebrate a, single even.. but to ghoul
thankfulness to God for all the mer-
cies of the year. for all the bounties
of the harvest and all the manifold
gifts of Providence, and to show a fit-
some animal, say a scorpion,. After
a little while the scorpion o begin
to stir in the water you will see him
move his claws as though trying to
swim, and curl his tail convulsively
as if in pain. This amusing experi-
ment is easy to perform, and costs
practically-nothing. for camphor is 
the South, bringing with them the
to he found in every household. 
odors of the forest, was the first
Thanksgiving in America celebrated
Soak a thread in strodg sale
Our Thanksgiving of today has tak-
and,
water: dry thoroughly and repeat this 
en a part of each of these different
two or three times This mast
feetivals. It has taken the time of
. be'
done privately beforehand. When you 
them all. in the autnmn, when the
bring forward the thread thus pre- 
harvest days are over. Its charity
pared, the spectators most have no
reason to suppose that it is sther
than the ordinary article.
Use this thread to suspend a ring
choosing as light a one as possible
Set fire to the thread, which will
comes from 'the Jewish Feast of the
Tabernacles. It has copied the feasts
of Demeter and Ceres in giving
thanks for the crops. Its mirth and
festivity have a flavor of English Har-i
vest Home. and its spirit of thankful- 1
pc y the as resulting from the ( A
appreciation of that rugged stock combustion
which has been the bone and &Mewl For the grownups there are cha-
of this great, strong, progressive radee, which may he made as inter-
American people, and we teach with ,esting as possible and tableaux of the
pride our children and our children's P    Uritan atheTS and mothers i n their
children the homage due to our sturs homes in ye olden dayes.
dy ancestors' in this great national Literasy and musical contests and
Thanksgiving day
THANKSGIVING GAMES.
This is the way to make soap bub-
bles as big as the biggest pumpk:ns
yon ever saw, and so "touch" that
the gams of alphabets are all most
interesting, and afford happy hours
for the grovernpe —Philadelphia Tn-
quiver.
liar
Following the lead of Switzerland,
they will roll about nver the 
of breakias: baa a Di 
carpet
Iimportation end sale of abrfethe. 
the Belgium government has pass-
" oat
ever so maw mu/totes before they ed a liov prohibiting the manufacture,
do
MERICAN GIRL ESTAB-
LISHES MESSENGER
SERVICE IN PARIS
It is through a New Ycrk girl that
a new messenger service has been es-
tablished in Paris. Miss fl. H. An-
drews, granddaughter of 'Loring An-
drews realizing the loss of rime and
the tax on patience in the leek of any
6,crtt of messenger service, st about
to find a !Indy.
After organizing a company corn-
posed of ptominent financiers of
Paris, she received a concession on
October st, Igoe, from the minister
of commtree, Industrie& post sod tel-
•
I 15 hanitsgivia#
Thanks be too Thee, 0 God!
Not that Thou set the darkened sky with light
Of countless stars, framed in solemnity—
But that some soul who suffers in the night
Sees one star through tee window's little pane
And, by that gleam of hope, first prays to Thee.
Thanks be to Thee, 0 God!
For throbbing music which the world's voice thrills;
But most for melody which sings, alone—
The bird in deepest wood--or song that stills
A child to sleep, far from the grand refrain
Of Farne's great chorus. chanting tunes well known
Thanks be to Thee, 0 God!
For wondrous beeoto •••••••••
s
A green spot in the parch'd grass—the birth
Of some Pure, saintly life not lived in vain
In haunts of wickedness which know no God.
• II. esrth.
Thanks be to Thee, 0 God!
Poor Autumn harvest men have toiled to reap;
For love, for home, for laughter through ow- tears,
But most of all for seeds which, in the sleep
Of Winter, wait for sae and Spring-time rain,
Holding potential growth for coming years.
—Edith Livingston Smith
egrapb of France. By this concession
the society, "Les Pettis Messengers,"
obtained the rights to utilize the city
canalization and existing conduits for
their lines throughout Paris. •
bliss Andrews says she could not 
insee the necessity of being . tervi lewe
cos the subject As she expressed it
l
"Messenger service is positively e•-
•ential to Paris and simply had to be
trosight about' .
She has a convincing personality
however, that makes one feel that if
she said it just that way to the
French minister he was quite willing
to taks her word for it. She is very
good to look at, too, and in addition
she is a logical thinker, an efrcient
'doer and withal a woman who never,
lets her di-rims interfere with the
realities as presented. She was hot-ill
in Nice, went to school in Oyster Bay
and New York and finished her
•chreol days in Paris. For four years!
she led the prescribed society girl',
Ii!,.
"Americans abroad not only de-
mand conveniences, for theineelvei,1
but they create a desire for then. in
the inhabitants." said Miss Andrews
"I assure you but little couli have
been done without the assistance of
M. Desouches. director of the. Entre-
pot d'Tvey, the Paris Telephone com-
pany.and the Mors Electric company
The city governmeat. by the way, has
made tile call boxes and fixtures and
.111aceil OW wires.
." "Oar bays will be recruited opon
the recommendation f the govern-'
ment from among the sons of the em-
ployes of the post and telegraph de-
partment. They will use bicycles
which we furnish, and which they
payafor in installments until they own
them. This will insure no overcharge
from trams. Hotels and cafes may
rent boys from us for as a week, the
day's work being limited to eight
hours"
BROTHER-IN-LAW OF MISS
KRUPP TO WWI) ACTRIDOS
The brother of Herr von Bohlen,
who recently married the multiAiln-
lionairess, Fraulein Krupp, has just
become engaged. His Sauce is an
actress, formerly of the Berlin stage
who has lately scored great success
at Carisruhe The family. which
counts the Emperor William among
its personal friends is very displeased
!ft this projected union
!fleece to Shippers.
On account of legal holiday, no
freight will be recetved or delivered
by. these lines on Tleursdai. Novem-
ber 30.• 1906, after Tex* in
E. S. BURNHAM.
Agent N., C. & St. L. Ry.
Y. T DONOVAN,
Agent I. -C. Ry
No man is ordained of God until
he is ready to serve men.
The smothest path is always on the
other side of the road.
WHY ,NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let ee bead the house: you pay for it sa non
pay rem:. Vacant lots all parts of the city. Nice lots us the
proposed ear casual°. an Rimed to within depot aril es 
Allen
streets from $p to Sago each. Buy now onhertellment piss
while cheap. Trio is the Wiest ground In the city. Property In
enrancies rap,-
WCRACIEEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPONATID.
' ' L Bard D. Sanders, Pres.and Mgr. Phone SS
,
WI ALL
CLOSING Oka
A LINE OF TRIMMED AND EVENING HATS
AT COST
CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK AND SEE.
YOU CAN SAVE IN MAKING PURCHASE
MRS. CHAPPIN
AT
JELEY DRY GOODS CO.
• 322--324 BROADWAY
WINCHLYTIA
“NILJBLACK"
Loaded Black Powder Skis
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Game.
For Salei Feeseowisers.
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Time For Good Citizens To Awake.
The forces of law and. order are
beginning to become interested in
the corning city election in Paducah.
Next year every officer from.
 the
mayor down, with the exception of
the city judge, must be elected. By
actual count 175 offices and places de-
pend on the result of the coining
election The stakes are worth play-
ing for and the machine politicians
may expect to find the people lined
up for a fight. The sentiment in
this city is for a change and with
the people back of that sentiment
the change will be made. Thus far,
with an exception or two the men
who are being prominently mention-
ed in certain quarters for mayor are
of the tin horn gambler breed At!
who look with favor pn & stride open
town. Paducah has haiitenough of
that kind 0f business to last until the
r.ext generation and a change is due
All that is needed is a leader 'to two
aah the grit to get up ..sti theAtisrup
and tell the people of this city a few
things and how matters are manipp--
lated in the interest of 'corporations
and the gang of law brealigie that
are growing rich at the cipetise of
A •the city. All this hot air etitle about
this or that man being a good man
hut he cannot bc elected is nothing
but political rot and is a thread
bare confidence gainc. Whenever
the prople of this city find a lead-
er to blaze the way they 'will back
him up and elect him All it needs
is a show down The curh stone
politicians chime in and pretend to be
anxious to elect a good man, but the
moment the name of such a man is
suggested, they throw u their hands
an exclaim -He can't be elected.'"
Yes, he can, and they kaaa it, too, It
is their business to discourage good
rr.en from running for offioe The
kind of a man the gang wants is one
who will let the saloons run all night
and Sundays too; the gambling hells
operate without molestation, and the
hrmoral resorts given fill!1 license to
aeP beer, operate electric pianos and
keep a dance half bpen. There is
an aggregation of criminals who. look
upon tile yotnag men of this city as
their legitimate prey and they want
a free hand to pluck them.
The question is wal the good peo-
ple rise above their selfish ambitions
to earn dollars and devote a portion
of their time sad influence *awards
en effort to correct the evils that
kave done so much tri retard the
nioral growth of the rity? In fact
, have they the courage to assert them-
selves as good citizens and take an
open stand for men aka will enforce
the laws?
This city does not belong to alse
l'ttle gang that profits iay lawlessnear
and vice, but to the people at large.
let every good citizen, fledge him-
*elf to work;.and vote for a change
and not hesitate to speak out, and
in less than thirty days the gang will
be run into its hole and the way op-
ened for redeeming the city.
,
In looking over the crimilial - cloch-
et for the coming term of the circuit
cow, published in yesterday's Reg-ister, oae is impressed with the ideaOr now is a good time to demi' upOr docket There are cases that
•
$5-00
2.50
1.25
10
guilty the penalty:
 
should be imposed
--if. they are innocent, they should
bt dismissed. 
•
The Journalistic Acrobat.
The readers of the News-Democrat
are being treated to a series of re-
markable articles right now in behalf
of the scarlet women of West Court
street. Those articles are nothing
more or ,less than indirect pleas to
permit those moral lepers to continue
in their present location where they
have long since become s stench in
the public nostril
The most remarkable thing about
the News-Democrat's present solici-
tude for the welfare of the depraved
creatures is the fact that it his not
been so vety long ago that an editor-
ial appeared in that paper in which
it took the position that the notorious
red light district should be wiped
out What has caused this change of
front? Is there a "rake-off" some-
where down the line lo men who
have influence with that misguided
journal? There" certainlymust be
sorne reason for this pronounced re-
treat on the part of the aforesaid
newspaper. After advocating the ex-
pulsion.of that elass from the realms
of West Court, street. the journalistic
attrobat turns a flip and flops right
over to the head of the columns and
holds aloft the banner of ',cadet drap-
ed in black and pitifully wails "Pei
-cution." The respectable citizens
are given a slap in the face by alleg-
ing that they now want some one
to help them let go the job of de-
stroying the nest that has sheltered
the moral sipers for a enarter of a
eett UT) .
This is followed by the picture of
low down negro wenches takilig
laces made vacant by the depravd•
%hitec, and the readers of that paper
are urged to believe that an army of
black degenerates are rearly to swoop
down on the people.
What's the police dept-tment ice?
If it cannot regulate conditions and
stippress the vicious of both races,
'they should resign and turn the job
over t a' men whowill le rform their
&ray. r •
No, good people, the haroits•
West Court street are gorng to get a
mock -out order straight from the
shoulder, and a blacker vials is not
going to move in to thake,conslitioas
worse That may be the aim sad
desire of certain people, her if it dons
so happen then something else wit)
take place and it will be in the sbape
of a mass meeting at tire city hall
where the people ni their sovereiga
capacity as American citizens wilt
rsk•certain pertiment mat vigorous
cjuestions that might'recUlt in calling
ca a special grand juhy to take such
Iletion as may be necessary to insure
a proper cnforceinent af' the laws.
That's atl And, by the way, it will
b, enough.
haee dragged through the courts for s itlhait any exac“bittaig reference, to omitt.".1***teteeitatakitoresiteesyears and if the accused parties are the race problem in the United * PADUCAHAN 44."States and with no undue exhibition it THRU MY SPECS.of the pitchfork. Senator Tillman is & 
•of a nature that stiffens at opposition f*************************and there is no doubt that his Chi- Verily, this is an age of eommer-I cargo lecture took on a more pungi tone than it would have done ifI had been allowed to 'speak withprotest.
j "The Chicago Tribune of Tuesdry latest trust, or syndicate. is a beggar'sgave some accounts of the prepari- trust.non that had been made for the sett- I We all have read that in little oldator's coming. He would be "guarded New York the infirmities of the hn-vigilaatly," the Tribune said "against man race have been syndicated; com-panies of beggars have been formedi‘ho ha e their managers and agentsThe maraearc actually hire the beg-gars at so much per day, said beg-gars to turn in their "earnings" every
evening . to their ''boss." The un-fortunate (?) onL.s whose iiifirmities
are of such a nature a, to appeal Mostto the sympathies of the public getthe larger salaries.
This has all come about by thegullability of the general public, whocan not reiuse a seemingly pour man
or illy clad woman or girl who, in a
well trained piteous voice, asks for
"only a dbne," when the fact is, in
many cases, the pour (?) beggar
commands a larger salary than thegiver of alms, and, as has been provenin some cases. actually has a nicelittle bank account
Of course there are exceptions tothe rule, but it is inuch safer to give
what money you can afford to theregular organized charity associationsunless you are very sure of a worthycase.
As The Register reporter remarksin another column of this issne
-about the limit" was reached yetter-
•lay when, it is alleged, a big strappingman, well dressed and sporting agold watch, confes* or boasted ofbeing the "manager' of an old blindcouple, who were his parentsIf the reports are true, whatshould he done with such a mano ho trades on the infirmities andafflictions of his aged parent.'Few of us. particalarly at his sea-son, hardly dare ;erase a so :11 sum
t ciabsm.
• It is also an age of coraaines. trusts
and syndicates.
• If the news reports are true, the
a possible negro uprising or any in-divdual volenea44and it was added:
'Detectives, 
afachtiettlea and 
'Cellar acommanded by
S wit!escort him frona e
Melba;
waukee & St. Paul trf' willbring the Senator fr
Wis., at 1:05 
never will leave-AIM Anti de-livered his lecture and- enter thetrain ou which he is to depart.'. Thevolunteer guards, it was rtated,be 'Texas' Rickard, the impresario ofthe Gans
-Nelson fight, and G. WLevin, who works in the City HallMr. Levin formerly was a Confedcrate trooper, and he will be armedafter the fashion of Mosby's cavalry."
"The press dispatches this morningg,ving an account of the lecture, incit-e:it( that this programme was Sub-stantially carried out the sestatorhad a seat in a motor car witfi thevarious guards following, and theprocession must have made quite apicturesque appearance as it movedthrough the streets of the Westernmtropolis.
"When it is eonsiderel that Senator Tillman's home is in a regionwhere the negroes outnumber the%%foes probably three to one, . andthat he travels at any time quietlythrough the South, these precautionsfor his safety against negro attach inChicago seem very remarkable. The,
chief protest against the senator wasbecause of his alleged advocacy oflawlessness. yet the police force and
volunteer guards were deemed neces-sary to protect him from violence isChicago, and the protest against hisbeing heard was an effort to undo
'the constitutional guarantee of free
syeech."
-'-------r'-- 
-- •
i
When Senator Carmack of Ten-
nessee was defeated for re-elction a
fea months ago and was opposed by
the liquor interests of that state he
served notice that he would nos%
I have mot time to iced the fightagainst giderein.,,tlisit s',iiit—e Alreadyhe has declared for a $3,000s a ritar
license for saloon, in lie eitii.; -Ind
Tillman In Chicago.
Notwithstanding the linhasb rais-
ed by certain negroes in Chicago
over Senator .Tillman speaking in
that city, and the frenzied threats that
he would be killed beicre he c ld
leave that tenan. he went there de-
livered the.feettire. and hliteie4 the
Lawless negro. Ifs audience packed
the houce.and was composed of many
of the beet people of Chicago who ap-
plauded and cheered him to thcee4io.
The negr.oe.s made a mistake in ever
making a ,protest over tile matter. It
cnly served to increase the attend-
ance and to lire the tongue of the
;man who apOke. • After the negroes
threw dowif:the igauntlet; there was
'nothing left for Senator Tillman to
do but to take ;t up and resent the
effort to deprive him of the privilege
' af *peaking. The Nashville Banner
sums imp the affair correctly when it
rays:
1 "There was a good deal of farcecomedy and opera houffe about thecarte .that was rased in Chicago overSenator Tillman's lecttwe in that city.
, The agitation 15:ilrt ib,_.. senatot'*.
appearance in C icago' was 'startedi
, by Julius F. Taylor, the negro editor
of a paper called The Broad-Ax.
• 4 Taylor exagterated. Serator Till-
Atglitinal plot n on.-the nice" question
and managed to enlist in his pro-
testing some Chicag-e.,iblitieians..who
. cater to the negro vote. Otherwise
Senator Tillman, it is ertirely proh-
alde, might have gone to Chicago
unopposed and hafoe.tjalted entertain-ingly aboitt the\oannexatiern of Cuba
• 40.
.his suggestion meeting with mach
favor.
a WEDS TODAY
MR. J.. R. M'ALLISTER HASGONE TO MULBERRY, ARK,
FOR NUPTIALS
WILL MARRY MISS
NIUE KEY Of THAT CITY
LARGE CROWD ATTEND HOMEOF THE FRIENDLESS RE-
CEPTION YESTERDAY
Handsome German Given Last Ev-
ening at The Palmer by the
Cotillion Club.
Today at Mulberry, Ark., there willbe united in marriage Miss Minnie
Key of thitt city and Mi. J. R. Mc-Allister of Paducah. The coupleleave on their bridal tour immediately
after the ceremony, and take up their
honie at the residence of Mr John DSmith at aolt North Third street.They reach this city abont December
1st.
The bride is a dashing and hand-
some young %omen of that Southern
city, where she Is very popular. Sheis the charming delight sr of Rev. S.
S. Key, the prominent divine of thatplace.
Mr. McAllister is one of the best
mown and popular young business
men of this city, where he has beenlocated for several ytars. He is as-
sistant superintendent of the Paducahdistrict for the National Life andAccident Insurance Company, whichhas built up a handsome patronage
under his allicisst steervidea.
Many friends will be treated to ato a beggar, lest we miss . really genuine surprise to learn of the wed-worOty case; but we • do n': relish' ding. a hich has heen quietly prepar-the idea of our hard earned ca n going edinto the pockets of a "manta tr" whoprobably has more of this world's Annual Reception.I gods than we; or, which is is joently 4 be annual reception at thc Home. the ease, the nickle or dime :oes into of the Friendless yesterday afternoon! the .coffer of the saloonist, was a very successful .01,: largely at-Again I say, better gibe , air d ines tended affairasthe inatitution buildingand niekles to the organize charitiet at Thirteenth and Burncit street•such, for instance, as the H , ne of the' be:ng crowded between 3 and 5
I plionenediv‘i‘llhertie 
do 
that : •: 4,
 will.iae it  % oodbe mbo brought liberal donations with
, Friendless or to the Reser mission.1 o'clock by a large numtier of people,now
MAN ABOUT TOWN
RIMPORT MADE ON JArANESESCHOOL TROUBLE IN 'FRISCO
I ogton., Nov aft Presidentis Roo.etelt had a long confe ence withtf-t eretary Metcalf at 11'e WhiteIfouse today regarding the alleged
again•t tac JapaneseANNuAL
 BALL e''ft alents in San Franc'aci..-" --1—.c ore
 thail a month ngo, when thegiatation ATectinir lb: a!: :Red dis-RED
 MEN cr n iminatio against ilie JapaneseBy In San Francisco aa• at itt height.t; President 
-eat Mr. Metcalf tothat city a. make a thora
ta 
ugh and ex-iiivestigatas with a viewto leamaig at a-•! ham I the exact
• •
RED MEN ARE PREP"
-
 erniV.a)
 of aff:'rq.ING TO GIVE THEIR
I: was charjrcil that the alleged dis-AFFAIR. comination ,...itisted n.ong otheri ssa•gli of mg the Ja! antic equalschool priviletzes with. the %visite', and
OErie- act- against Japanese merchants. Mr.
c-
! that there hail been thri-ats and overt
Metcalf's report 111 now ready, andwas conad,ered wry full, by thepresident tiMight. The sea retary had
-uniformly declined ta &scuts withthe newspapers any of tl-e conclu-sions he has reached. hut ; has been; generally understood that the peopleof San Francisco maint: ;tied thatwhat they had done in thi matter ofschool accommodations ads entirelywithin their rights, and that thewhole matter wasona cf local ad-ministration.
Whether thc president will makeMr.,MetcalPs report public has notbeen determined." He will give .kbe, question full consideration beforetaking any further steps. Tie has ex-pressed anxiety that all cause for cornplaint on 'the part of the Japanesehe removed, and has stmed that heWill do his utmost to bring about asatisfactory settlement of the whole
THE
..•-•111111.
December Is the "Month of
Hone' for Many of the Secret
ganizations of Paducah.
The Red Men s lodge of this city
is preparing for its annual ball, which
will he giwen Tuesday. December 4
at their hall on North Fourth street
The committee in charge i• now ar-
ranging for the affair, which will be
quite an elaborate one, • attended by
several hundred people. '
Tomorrow evening during the
weekly meeting of the !odge Judge
avid Cross will address the members
on "Charity," his lecture being one
of the series given by many speak-
ers, 'pointing out the different goodfeatures of the secret order, whichis one of the largest in this city.On the evening of December to thelodge celebrates its seventh anniver-
sary with a fine entertainment. The
committee outlining the program isHenry Weimer, Melvin Wallerstein
avid David Cross.
Month of Elections.
Next month is the "month of elec-tions" for many secret orders in thfs;city, the new officials to serve forthe ensuing term being given by theMesons, • IC.siights 
,Eagleg.Red Men, Woodmen of the Worldand many other organizations. Allthe lodges start off their fiscal yearwith the calendar year.
--The electric light company hasinstalled a direct eparent macbipa:tosubstitute' 'the alternating • currentdynamoes.
Pearne Stepped his vosgOnloaded with potatoes and apples, infront of Kolls's drug store at ,flibittiand Jackson yesterday and went inthe building. While away the hot
rambled off and had not been f
.last night,- The animal and sebelong to ,Geo. Wilkerson of SForrth, near, Kentucky .avertae.
-W. N.
"LID" IS ON AT
GRAND RAPIDSGraneRapids, Mich. Nov. ail—The common council hai landed asolar plexus blow on the fight gameir. this city and promoters who wereplanning to pull bouts off in the nearfuture are finding themselves tiaagainst a new brand of the yellowfruit. All boxing and spialing boutsfor money or prizes are strictly pto-hibiteal. For,violations of this a fineof am will be levied or sentence Inthe penitentiary not to exceed sixtydays.
' Harry Lewis 'was released on bondyesterday and will leave for Phila-delphia with a/tisane signed man-ager, Emerson Di mon, today.Lewis has been offe d four treattical
engagements raaging in the neigh-borhood of $soo a week. He has alsoreceived challenger from JimmyBritt, Dick Hyland' 'and JimmyRums.
them fur contribution to the home.J he lad) managers are aighly 1,ka..-
ml extend their sincere 'thanksto all alio so kindly rememberedthem. Many people wiso could, not
attend the reception sent donations,the combined cantribstiaans forming
up' appreeiatis e collection of ilifferem Iaseful mind article•
•
Chmeaing Dome.
The Palmer dining hail os.. the
scene of a very brilliant germangiven last evening by The Cotilhandub, which was largely attem1cd.
Party Invitations.
Mr. XVin. Bradahaw. Sr. and Mrs.Wm Bradshaw, Jr.. has.: issued in-
vitations for a card part) to be givenat 2 o'clock next Tuesday afternoan.
complimentary to Miss KatherincPowell
-
-
Entre Nous Club.Miss Corinne Naanstead of Seventh
and 'Washington streets will entertaia
Eentre Nntis club twoorrolV
ternoon at her holm
•
Sans Souci Club.
Tomorrow afternoon at 1
the Sans Souei club a ill be
tained by Mrs. Allen Ashsrafthome on West Broadway. Itthe member- only.
o'clock
enter-
at her
Is far
Informal Social.
Miss Helen Powell of Fountain ay.i nee ,and Jefferson street entertain-
ed informally this evenina
Younger Crowd.
The younger crowd gives a dancetomorrow night at the .Knights ofPythias hall
Hoerty-Barrett.
This morning at St. Mary Mag-dalen's church of Louisville, MissJosephine hi. Hoerty and Mr. Ahoy-
'ins Barrett will be married. The
couple arrive here this evening to
visit the groom's uncle, Mr. BarneyCavanaugh, the well known new.-
paper man
aIOTICIE
All persona and firms having bills
against the city are requested to filethem with me by Friday morningNovember 3o, so as to be placed be-fore the finance committee Friday
evening
A: KIRKLAN•D,
' • Auditor.
Dreams are the flowers Memorybrings from the past to brighten the
winters of age.
—.It is comforting to know that nopassenger ever had his character in-jured io a railroad accident. 
-
-- A
The
Mecianics
Farmers
Savings
Bank
will
move
into
its
new
quarters
210
Broadway
Monday
morning
December
3rd, 1906
Ready
tOr
business
at
9
o'clock.
aastia-
4
•
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BUSY SESSION OF THE E# NINETEENTH
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS STREET TRACKS
ORDERS ISSUED FOR WORK ON WASHINGTON AND SECOND ,
STREETS BE COMPLETED BY DECEMBER z5—WARRANTS MUCH OF THE THOROUGH.
ORDERED FOR THOSE OBSTRUCTING SIDEWALKS WITH FARE GRADED AND SOME
SIGNS—LIGHT PLANT DELAYED WAITING FOR GLOBES RAILS LAID.
TO REPLACE BROKEN ONES.—MUCH INTERESTING BUSI-
NESS TRANSACTED.
board of public worts met in
ar weekly session yesterday
n with all members present.
wl.it promised to be a short
Ion developed into one in which
ch business was transacted.
Permits were granted for installing
es by the Home Telep'bone Corn-
y in the alley between Eleaanth
and Twelfth streets and between Ten
*lessee ond Norton streets, also be-
•twen Twelfth and Thirtosith and
Tennessee and Junes biretta and to
4, chang poles at Eighth and Wash-
ington and Tenth and Washington
street,.
Complain was made by 'Ionic Tele
phone Company that the city was
placing short cross arms on their
/0 poles Supt Kebbler o as instructed
..., to remove them and rokeice them
with 36 inch arms. •
1-
' . Paducah Traction Company filed
application for Rhodes-Burford Co..
to suspend two arc halos in front
of their store on SorthSrth street.
Permit was granted.
• Perfits- Were granted Walleritein
Bros., and Louis Clark to erect dee-
ttic signs in front of their places of
busine.s The signs are to be erected
under the direction of P.lectrical In-
s r McPherson. _
soar H. C. Rhodes was before the
.. and protested against the re-
ouirertients requested by the electric-
al inspector for sccuting the eke-
.c sign matntaincil in front of
bodes-Burford Ca. Inspector Mc-
Pherson appeared befor, the board
er in the evenIng aid& explained
e matter and Is., view*. were con-
ed in by the Ismael and notice
yen the firm that the •cquirements
C rca%•Isahl,
T Meeker ior the Paducah Pow-
and Light Company o as granted
notion to erect a pole on North
h street in front of the Palmer
. and to run a small conduit mm-
'the sidewalk to the basement of
hotel
be application .4 the Home Tele-
se Company to erect a sign in
its alien, was referred to
or NI •• ['he rson.
res2lution from the general
I to extend culvert on West
way was received and filed
e request of geners1 council tip
t rail at Second and Kentuckit
received and filed and city eagi-
r instructed to extend the step
g Second street.
The resoluf on of general council
sn.pend work on culvert acmes
'hands srteet near Fifth street
received and Jed
Jermen ' *Imo: and Chamblin
he sewer committee and dty en-
er appeared bcfoge tilt board and
molded certain changes in the
r nlana near Eleventh and Ken-
avenue The lioard atehorizeil
ohmage&
letter front the General 'Flee
ornpany advisiag of shipment
cell's-ides for new lamps was
V
AV.
•
was directed to the
7/faction Company to lower
Ir on NVett Jecterson street.
action of the president of the
in authorizing ne lord& or
to be spread on the public
woo ratified -
street inspector %%as ordered
tire warrants for all who per-
'gns, bicycle racks and beck
chairs to obstruct the side-
.
prestillent reported that much
mitt was made over the con-
s along the new sewer Mite
ding the streets and sidewalks.
engineer reported that he bad
d all work on the sewers to
until the otreett and tAevvalks
cleared.
'Vet' was issued to the street
to require ll property. 'OW?, -
*di stone or concrete step!) on
ewalic to have the outside
made matt
rs were issued to the street
Tar to compel tIpt lsoilding con-
to clean the tibts Vitae
ay and Sexorul stunts.- *:•rih
treet and in .front of the
nottse.
litlintendent O. the electric
aro was instrtic to have
lamps hung ht ntet
inintraectioes.
intenance bonds to bc sign-
e Southern Bitulithie Corn-
referred to the en-
figure out the ot t to
ach bond.
on a bad bridge o •Weet
avcrittie near Rieke's was
pendiog an investigation—
to be .closed in the eo• •
•
to remove a lot if pipe in the gut
ter near Ninth and Broadway.
The street inspector reported that
the bill against J. M. Worten for
repairs to fill had been paid. He
also reported collection of dirt sales
for the week to the amount of $76.55.
The street inspector was Instruct-
ed to again cell on the Paducah Trac-
tiop Company for the ulyement of a
bill for work done for that Company.
Notice was given the Memphis As-
phalt and Paving Compaay that the
work on Washington and Second
street% was not progressing satisfac-
torily, and to snob the v ark to com-
pletion not later than December ts.
Ordinances for the imptovernent
of Nineteenth street and Boyd
street were referred to city engineer
for profiles and to advertise for Inds
I t -. be in by December IS.*A letter from flamniond Packing
. Company claiming that the Memphis
Asphalt adn Paving Compauy had cut
them off from the street, was refer-
: roe to City Engineer Washington
' with instructions to require the con-
tractors to provide an (meet for the
arm.
, Bill ,ogainst 'Bridges & Sons was
' ordered for the expense of the tem-
Inorary bridge erected by the city
when thc concrete cultert was being
installed on Caldwell street.
i Weekly reports of the street in-
spector and sewer Inspector were re-
cr ived and filed.
. Superintendent Keelde- reported
that 72 globes for the new street
1:.mps were broken In transit and oth-
ers ordered. Until the globes arrive
the entire number cannot be cut in.
The superintendent reported that all
I the circuits should be burring by De-
cember 5.
1 The mayir and polwe commis-
sioners were requested to instruct the
'dice to report all street lights that
I fail to burn so the light deportment
can remedy any defects that may ex-
irt before the final payment on the
piaut is made.
The street inspector was instructed
to remove the obstruotions left in
street, In Rowlandtown by the fire-
men several tweets ago.
The street inspector rt ported that
the alley between Third and Fourth.
Harrison and Clay streets was in bad
condition due to bad drainage. The
matter was referred to the general
e .uncit to have it tse 7.rd improved
by gravelling.
Instructions were issued to work
no mos in the street department
Thanksgiving Day tiniest absoltite1y
oteetsary
WILL MAKE OUT
NEW WARRANTS
SHERIFF OGILVIE HAS DECID-
ED THIS WILL HAVE TO
RE DONE
•
It Will Be Very Hard to Combine
the Separate Mimes on the Old
Doable Worrants.
Sheriff John Ogilvie has decided to
he County Clerk Hiram Smedley
make out a set of new tax warrants
against the detinquent tax payers
who owe the county and state. The
sheriff, if he collected the delinquent
taxes from the double set of warrants
made out by the clerk, the theeiff
would hve to compute into one sum
the separate figure showing the Cciall-
ty tax due, and the different figure
showing the. amount oi the state tax
due. As thlt" would take up entirely
too much time, and not within the
duties of the sheriff, the latter has
directed Clerk Smedley to make out
a set of single warrants Which in one
'file will show the consolidated
cooly* and state tax due from each
property owner.
The clerk is willing to make out
the new warrants, which. will be is-
sued right away to displace the old
double ones tht were made oat at
high fee charges by the clerk.
Many people cannot understand
why it Is the clerk is loin allowed
to charge St 'n th:.• entitty. fo- is-
sulng the wneristitst,: while in cvey
other state yet heard fro,u, the data.
mento show the clerk's charge only
sixty centsaktr +tinting tlie "papers .
, Mr. Harry P. Linn arrived last
Is 
from Nashville over the N., C
• 'lft. L.' to spend letishsgiving w
h a• pareutooColptutt and Mrs. B. a
Linn of Fifth ,and MbdisOrti7 tomor-
row he goes Ea* - tftisto medical
ttiArt In Nashville. 
.
Force of Men Labored All of Last
Night with Double Track Work
Down on Broadway.
'Me laborers for The Columbia Im-
provement company, are busy at work
grading Ninteenth street and laying
the rails and ties for the new division
the street car company intends run-
ning ont that way from Broadway to
West Tennessee street. The street
has been graded between Kentucky
avenue and Guthrie, while the rails
are down for a block or two. The
traction company let to The Columbia
company the contract to lay these
track extensions along the/ thorough-
fare.
The till and culvert going through
Bradshaw creek on Broadway, just
beyond Fountain .avenue, will have to
be widened about twenty or thirty
feet, :his work to be done by the city
engineer at public cost, with excep-
tion of one fourth. which portion of
expense is borne by the satreet car
company. Until this widening work
can be done, the car company will not
have the tracks extended out from
Fountain avenue on Broadway to
Nineteenth, and then over the latter
highway to join the Tans being laid
at present.
The work on Nineteenth cannot be
completed entirely until the fill to go
in the low portion of the thorough..
fare between Kentucky avenue and
Washington street is built.
Mr. John Webb, formerly track
foreman for the car company, has re-
signed to become assistant foremln
on the Ninteenth street work fbr the
Columbia people.
In hurrying operations as rapidly
as possible, the car people worked its
crew all of last night on Broadway
between Fourth and Fifth streets
where the double track work is under
way.
• + + •:- + + + + o • • •
• 
•
• PERSONAL MENTION.
• 
•
+ • + • • • +++++ • * • et
Ra•lroad Commissioner Mac D.
Ferguson was in the city yesterday.
Mr. George P. Rogers, wife and
children, of Smithland, passed
through the city sesterday en route
to Hot Springs, Ark., to spend sev-
(ral weeks for benefit ef Mr. Rog-
ers health.
Mr. J. it Maxwell has gone to Ev-
ransville. Int, to spend Thanksgiving
with his daughter. Mrs. John Loftus.
Miss Reed Watt of Fiankfort has
gone to Bowling Green after visiting
her cousin, Mrs. Leslie Soule.
Mr. Wm. Katterjohn and wife have
returned from visiting in Cleveland,
Miss liettie Wagster of Malden,
Mo., is visiting her mother, Mrs. J.
C. Woolsley
Mrs. Ambrose Mercer is visiting
in Central City, Ky
Mrs. Mary Allison returned yes-
terday morning from Pryorsburg,
Ky. where she attended the burial of
her father-in-law, r. J. W. Allison.
Mr. 'Lai Threlkeld Saturday goes
to Smithland where he remains ro
practice law.
Wise M;nrtie Wight yemeriday went
to Visit in Jonesboro. Ark
Mr. J. Henry (me i expected
soon from California where he has
been for several years for his health.
Mrs. Anna Kennedy of Broadway
near Ninth has returned from visiting
in St. Louis.
Mr. F. M. Fitzpatrick. formerly
the Paducah agent for the Citizens'
Life Insurance company, left yester-
day for Louisville to locate. Mr.
Thomas Sanders has charge of the
local offic now.
Mrs. Mary T. Burnett of West
Broadway today goes to Cadiz, Ky.,
to spend Thanksgiving, accompanied
by her daughter, Mrs. W. B. Pace of
Louisville who has. been visiting
here.
Mr. S. T. Rector and wife of Hamp-
ton, Livingston county, are vititing
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Akers.
Mrs. George A. Adams of 623 Ten-
nessee street has gone to Chicago to
attend the bees;de of her brother
ncommon
 Furniture'
There is a distinction, a
difference, in the exclu-
sive designs in the home
furnishings which we are
now showing in our sales-
rooms that is sure to make
its appeal to the good
taste of those who love
t h e truly artistic. Our
present offer ings have sur-
pabsed even our own ex-
pectations. T..ey possess
that beauty of line, form
and finish, and the integri-
ty of construction which
place them beyond the
m r e fashionable and
make them the furnishings
for all time. And you will
be surprised to find how
reasonable in price theyOur liberal partial payment plan makes this pricedoubly reasonable and attractive. Let us show youthe furniture and tell you about the plan.
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•
Engineer Harry Travis, who was
badly injured in a wreck on a road
leadinglut oi there.
Mr. obert Stockman of Kansas
is visaing Engineet R E. Pike of the
I. C
Mr. H. S. Wells and wife have goat
to Logansport.. Ind.. stri .count of
the illness of the foriner's father.
Mr. Stuart Sinnott has gone to
Smithland to spend Thanksgiving
with yr. Cade Davi,. who is there
visiting his parents.
Mr. Solon Palmer and wife of Ben-
ton are visiting -Mr. W. N. James and
wife.
Miss Caroline Ham has gone to
trottkinsville to spend Thanksgiving
with Miss Carrie Griffith
Captain A. Emery of Lockport, Ill.
is visiting here, while en route to
Mobile. Ala.
Superintendent Thomas Jackson of
the Hot Springs. Ark., street car sys-
tem has retuned home after visiting
his parent. Mr, and Mrs. George
Jackson of North 
Sixth.MEMORy moNEy
Mr. Emmett Holt of West Trimble'
Street has gone to Hazen, Ark., to at-
preparing to go to Memphi;, with hi•
family moving there his headquarters
which he has maintained here for scv
eral years. The local office will b-
looked after by Mr. Riker.
Mr. Win. Bryant has returned from
a Southern drumming trip for the
furniture factory.
Miss Fannie Howell is here from
Memphi, to spend Thanksgiving voth
,her parents.
Miss Bess Hall of Cincinnati re-
turned home ycsterda) after visiting
her sister, Mrs. Walter Clark.
Mrs. Fred Rudy left last night for
Fulton to spend several days with her
sister, Mrs. James E English.
Miss Catherine Taylor of Fulton is
visiting Mrs. W. B. Mills of West
Tefferson
Miss Blanclic Mooney left for Ma)
held last evening to spend Ilmaka-.
..r.viag with Mrs. Borinie Bowden.
tend the bedside of her sister, Miss
Tillie Houston. who has typhoid fever
Mr. Horace English, the leather-
worker of Micheal's, left yesterday
for Baton III., in response to a mes-
sage notifying him that his brother
had been shot and may die. No Or-
ticulats were given. The brother
is 25 years of age and a leatherworker
also. who has been at Benton for
some months
—Miss Lucy Patton of Virginia
who has been the guest of Mirk; Belle
Cave. is ''how the guest of -.Miss
Blanche Hills of North Ninth. .
General Manager .t. M. Budd, of
the West Kentucky coat eorrinane.
I,To Taxpayers: 
-
You are hereby respectfully notified
that the last half of your City Tax
Gill is now due.
This friendly reminds/ is to guard
you against forgetfulness, and rr,ay
stye you a Ten Per Cent penalty.
You are cordially invited to the
city treasurer's office at your earliest
convenience, that you may avoid the
crowd and delay of the last days.
Yours very truly,
JOHN J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer.
Now is the time to get a bottle of Subscribe for
•
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rough
skin. Makes the skio wit smooth
and white. Removes al! blemishes
caused by tl* cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson Sts.
Don't Miss Our Free Goldfish Offer
We arc now raking orders for them
at our sore., We give one aquarium
two goldfish, one box fish food
plants, pebbles, etc.. with every can
of our Bouquet baking powder for 35
cents. Don't miss this opportunity,
as you may never have it again. We
guarantee every can of the baking
, powder, or money refunded. No tele-
phone orders taken.
'1. BTEDERNrAN GOCERY CO
the Rejtister.
A.•
Now is the time for you to fill your "al holm. Lump }2e, Nat 1k
Aentuckv ano MinoisriCear
- Also dealer ir LIME an CEMENT- ;Agent hs Whi411011
Agatitt Cement. "KING OF CEMENT,"
II M. Cunningham,
•
•
ordered
his Asphalt `.iJg
for 15 day's us, of the city
sipepectoi wet ordered
a
ones: I Ok 960,4 New 245. 
- - ITtirteenth and Adams Street
4t;i1s.
gommisiminiammiggigmrsittnew-
Where the
Skin Chaps
. ,
We rcommend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening . ePPlicati°62 • for
chapped or cracked skin or lips.
Is a one night cure tor
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes, 
—
beautifies. Delightly perfumed. DR. W C. EUBANKS. While wa:ting for the 4o arc glass
For shooting Levi Trice, colored,Not the least bit sticky ay globes to arrive, Superintendent Keb- two weeks ago, 011ie Cattiest, colored.greasy. Rubs right into the (H. meopatkist.) blcr of the c.ty's electric light plant
wes yesterday morning la the polieehas put the men to work moving,from
court held over to the circuit court
skin.
01Ike 386 EresdwaY—PL•ne III the public streets all the old poles
criminal grand jury by Judge Cross
1 . 
Residence, 619 ',resew'11* that are not. longer needed to hold up The bond was fixed at $.ico, and be-Peon. tea the wires, He has about aoo poles mg unabk to timing it. Cottlett went
 already moved, leaving fifty ye to be to jai k He and Trice fell out over aJ. 11. Oehlschlaeg _ er taken down. crap game in the house of Tom Kel-When the new electrical machinery ly, in die alley running from Ninth
DRUGGIST Dr. E... T. 1-1 all and globes were ordered for this city to Tenth between Washington andthe route covered by -the wire, and Clark streets Cattlett shot TriceOffice with D . Rivers & Rivers, tat pales tit many instances, were clanged twice, once through the left .irm, and
Residence to4t cta.. um Pbone 
ill_
s On the nen streets down which the There was continued over until to OF FIN.E PICTURES AND .
SXTH AND BROADWAY /41orth Fifth. Both Phones 35s. from one street around to another once through the left leg.
wires were rpn to meet the dsmands morrow the warrant charging Albertthe attaches hung the wires wherever Rogers %nil ubtaining
money byJ. K. aerumalcz, J. ce. MILL". possible, to the poles of the street false pretenses. He is charged withWE USE MA LE. car and light company, the old and stealing a bicycle from Dr. Joe Gard-WM. RB new telephone companies, and the ner's and selling it to George Nor-The KING OF ALL Hendrick, raw telegraph companies, the city reserv-
ing the right to attach its public wires him. WE WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN SHOWING YOU EVERYTHING
wood, claiming thc bike belonged to
LAWYERS. 
portation.
to any pole erected by a private cor-
By changing the circuits, many use- on the charge of cutting Walter Shan -
held to the grand jury in Sum bond FOR NEARLY EVERT GRADE AND STYLE OF PICTURE
WZ ARE HEADQUARTES FOR NEARLY EVIIETWesley Pennington, colored, was IN
 "CC"'BOSOM IRONERS 
— illk• Marble ,gdi
Fiskerville. 
MOULDING MANUFACTURED, AND OUR PATTERNS ARE NWT
THE ON THAT BELONG TO BARGAIN SALES ALTHOUGH WE 
.
tvicky. Satisfy Yourself by
Phone 300-
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry . 
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bad
New 'Pbone i tit.
Marshall Co.'";; Psdecah. Kr
Room u• Fraternity Building.
Old 'Plume age 
here the new machines and ap-i- -is er saw a church They began with-for installation.
THE CURABILITY OF
,
CANCER IS CLAIMED sent one devoted evangelist into the
out a treasury or an organ or patron FOOT UP TO 75 CENTS PER FOOT. PICTURES FOR ss MFRSor agent. They asked God for help
and received the voluntary aid of al S°
fen friends. Eight years ago they 
FRAMES, ANY STYLE AND COLOR RANGE FROM 5 CENTS PER
CENTS 73 CENTS Si.on. St.so AND UP.
W ii Y ? less poles were left along the old Sat-routes covered, and these are the ones urday in the negro settlement out innon, colored, during a fight last Practice in all the courts of the that are being taken down. They have
*tate. Roth those, 31- been sold to the street car company Judge Cross will not hold any court 
ARE MAKING BARGAIN PlitICZS ON THERE OUR ASIMINIT-
,
• Pint.
Yesterday there arrived from Cio- Thank•giving 
KENT OF PICTURE MOULDING IS SO EXTENSIVE TEAT
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Beall. which will use them. this morning on account of it beingBecause it irons sinotkly. not mg. 523 1-2 Broadway.
YOU WILL NOT BE CONFINED TO A FEW PATTERNS PIONcinnati 300 of the electrodes, or car-rough.
 
 bons. for usr in the similar number WHICH TO SELECT. THE DESIGNS ARE EXCLUSIVE. AND
Second.
The button holes, or stud 
THE COLORINGS HARMONIZE PERFECTLY. WE WILL TANI
of new arc lights, that are being put * .0. .:. .... .... „:. 4. * 4. 4. + 4, 4, + + + *
Third. OR. R. F. IlEARNI especially manufactured for this par-IIT The,. carbon are the ones,holes match.Negligee shirts with buttons 
I+ IN THE MOUNTAINS +
• PLEASURE IN TELLING YOU WHICH SHADE OF MOULDING
WILL HARMONIZE BEST WITH YOUR PICTURES. 
.
ticular kind of street lamp 
+ A REMARKABLE WORK +
are ironed perfectly and with-Superintendent Kebbler ha, not yet • 
+out injtme. 
B ROOK HI LL BUILDING.
receisted word from the General Flee- * + + .?..:..........:..:..:..:..:..;..:..:..:. + JUST RECEIVED, NEW AND ORIOrNAL PICTUREIS NIFourth. TINLEPHONE NO. 444. tric company's Cincinnati office. as PASTELS, WATER COLORS AND BURNT ETCHINGS. BS MIRIt irons either stiff or pleated to when there would arrive in this Eight years ago a little company ofbosoms like new, and the 
city, the ao glass globes, ordered to Christian men and women determined 
TO MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS, AS THERE IS ONLY ONE Or A
"hump" so often seen is mile- OL'IVZit. OLIVER & M'Ostsocat take place of that number which %s'ere to send the gospel of peace and love KIND.
FOONo other like it in West 
Ken- 
CU, which two weeks ago brolleit tains, tens of thousands of whom nev- 
THE PRICES OF OUR PICTURE MOULDINGS.LAWYERS 
destroyed by breaking, in the freight to warring neighbors in the moim-
ing.
recova- when operated upon in its of Tennessee, Virginia. North Caro- • C •
Cumberland mountains, and God pro-- Dr. Nicholas Senn's statement in vided $360 for his support. EveryIt. T. 
LIGHTFOOT.
his recglit lecture on the "Problem Of succeeding year the work has grown,NOTICE LAWYER.
sons suffering from the dread disease gelists were sent :nto the mountains
Cancer" that fully 5o per cent of per- until the last year ninety-seven evan-
Hittest Prices Paid for Second-Hal
early stages will surprise many who lina and Kentucky and over $10.000STOVES AND FURNITURE •Nal 'rut .e in all courts of K2 have concluded that a cure in any provided for • their support, withoutevent is hopeless. Although ths per- ever asking a collection from at?,
Buy anything and sell everythsto teiclo.-. 
centage is much higher than any pre- church
•TS-230 Court Street . oia Phone
viously admitted by surgical author- The workers and the money came
a AA.
ities the distinguished professor evi- from every branch of the church andClem Fransiola dently has good grounds for hs opin- every state in the union, and beyond.MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION. 
E. .H. PURYEAR, ion, presumably based on the most These missionaries last year taughtrecent statistic, n f improved oper- 58 Sabbath schools, with 5621 pupils* Atturney-at-Law ative measures. preached nearly 4orio times and re.
only consideration in estimating re- tribtited s000 Bibles and Testaments 
Accident,NLife.ILiability, Steamt.Buller-
Rooms s and 6 Register Building Of course, the dread knife is the eeived 796 confessions of Christ, dis-DR. HOYER 
523 t -a Broadway, Paducah, V j .
New 'Phone 49o. cults. but even this is now robbed of and over 35ono tracts The societyits terrors by anaesthesia by safety belt last fyear eight new nfssinnRoom mg Fraternity Building. Abstracting of Titles, growth and by the speedy healing of and barrels of clothing to the poor 
Ca frl pbell Block..
SPECIALTIES: and acetracy in extirpating the houses and churches. sent 96 boxes
Offiee 'phone Old 331 R. Reirideum Ilentrance. Corporation and
other methods of treatment—by cans- and operates the Log college, begun 
Office Phone 3643. - - Residence Phone 736
an aseptic wound. Contrasted with all mountaineers, taught at day schools
:hone old 464. 
Loa rift,* Law.
 tics. X-rays, radium, patent plasters under a tent, and has now 165 pupils 
.,serums and the like—it still holds its 25 miles from a rtilroad. They areJ. C. Flournoy Cecil Re own against the apparently heavy preparing for five similar institutions 
ai.„„.. 
 
NOW IS THE TIME But even under such circumstances The society publishes the only paper 
\ ......." 
,
odds • in favor of milder Measures, three of them already built,
sure to recur, no matter what treat- wonder a distinguished preacher said. 
Healthy Bath Rooms
good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
oEfnyamouldhousepi.umt:Skieskeeng 6xtureiPormcealakine
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
Good plumbing means
Free Catalogue School 
Rooms to, 11 and za. Golua Mt
FLOURNOY & REED
pADucAa, Ky.
LAWYERS everything depends upon early opera- exclusivelytion. Most cases come to the stir- has received over Isom for foundinggeon when the growth, has
much of a start to give any hope of children of the hills. This work has absolttte eradication Thus originates been done in the "regions beyond"the general but erroneous belief with churches and preachers, among the
gained too an orphan asylum for the homeless
for the mountaineers, and
I
THIS IS rHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORATED
3o6 B'way. Day and Night
the public that all cancers are quite long neglected mountaineers. NoRivers, Ma D. ment is advised. Certainly there is "The Society of Soul Winners is do-much need for widespread education ing the most and best work, with the 
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary. and
to counteract this idea. considering Iraq money, of any missiottary sod- 
have a beauty all their own.
the ultimate and melancholy issues at ety on earth. so far as I lcnow." 
If you intend making bath room im.Excursion: OFFICE iso NORTH FIFTHTELEPHONES: stake. Next to the manifest help of GodPrsidr”ee 46 Offica 153 establishment of a bureau of public to the press of the country, which has 
provements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
?...
To such an end Dr. Senn advses the the society owes most of its 'successSt. Louis and. Tennessee River Pack- 
 information on all questions concern- given the work its valuable assist- 
matter how small. or how large your joh.
excursion ont of Paducah. ALBEN W. BARKLEY, .
treatment. in order that all may be There arc  3 000,c00 of these mountain 
E. D. HANNAN.ing the nature of the diseace and its ance and enlisted Christian people of 
If-t company—the cheapest and bet
most recent methods of accepted every church and state in its support
duly protected from quacks and pre- people. They are Cie descendants of 
Both PbOrlef SOT
Attars', at Law.
_
tenders and thus saved from disap- the Scotch-Inish and Anglo-Saxon and
WILL WATCH COTTON TRUST 
tiers of this country. and are now thy
purest stock of Americans 'on the con-
tinent. They are poor and unlearned 
C. MANNINO SEARS, MAI.
VETERINARY SURGEON ANC
Kesdlick7Pa ucab. (-mi.—Medical Journal.$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & retie Columbia Bldg.Room No. 5, pointment and discouragement in the Huguenot emigrants, the original set-
This is the work of the American 
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Tiepins 377.Excursion Rates on
Lancashire Trade. the Society of Soul Winners.) It 
 Will nut scintifically with the lat-
.
DENTIST.
English Official Does Not Pear for Inland mission (commonly known as
It is a trip of 1,1eastve, comfOt
London, Nov. 28.—In the house of Dr. Edward 0. Guerrant of Wilmore 
______—_,
date treatment all diseases of di::--kited 
'The Rive' 
was organized in 1897, with the Rev. 
eat improved intsruments end up 10
and rest; good service, good tahl
Ky., as its president and Maj. Rob- 
animals.
good roams, etc. Boats leave tack Round trip to tVANSVILLE AND commons today replying to a ques-
tion as t what steps the government ert S. Bullock, cashier of the Fayette 
Paducah Steam
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 P. m
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, superintendent; Frank L betth inehmkg.
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BEING MOVED SHOOTING CASE
THE POWERHOUSE ATTACHES OLLIE CATTLETT. COLORED
ARE TAKING DOWN aso ANSWERS TO THAT BODY
ABANDONED ONES. FOR FIRING.
Yesterday the 200 Electrodes Arrived Wesley Pennington Goes Before theFor Use in the New Kind of Arc
Light. Installed. Jury for Cutting Walter Shan-
non—No Court Today.
PAWN BROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLES.
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LONE ROBBER WHO HELD UP
TRAIN. MAKES FULL CON-
FESSION.
WEIRD STORY GOES THAT
SACRILIGIOUS WIDOW OF
PREACHER IS MOTHER
OF MONSTROSITY.
Central City. Ky., Nov. 28—Ac-
cording to reports current a genuine,
simon-pure devil was born of a wo-
man in Mohlenberg county.
The story goes that a preacher died
recently and his widow being an un-
believer, burned all his religions
books, Bible and all, and soon after
child or' devil was born to her hav-
ing a full set of teeth, horns, tail
'1114‘11.111111
claws and a hideous head and full of
He told the mother that he was the
devil and had came to torment her for
seven years and then she should die
and go to bade;. This information be-
ing considered by the mother as high-
ly offensive and reprehensible in a
son, tried to smother him, but failing ,
in this she took him to a pond and'
threw him in with the intent to drowni
him, but he swam out and followed
her to the house
And that is the story that is keep-
ing the telephones ringing all over
the county and causing many sleep-
less night 5 to the superstitious
THE NEGRO TROOPS.
(Louisville Post.)
After careful investigation the pres-
ident orders the dishonorable dis-
charge of a battalion of negro troops
for misconduct and insubordination
Had the troops been white, that or-
der would have closed the case The
public would have assumed that the
president and the war department
were perfectly able to deal with a
matter affecting the discipline ad the
good name of the army
a At the very time this matter was
under consideration the president and
.9 secretary of war were dealing with
the Cuban notation. certainly more
Int rica4e. more (reknit. 1Tken'e fa--
reachidg. They acted on full infor-
mation with "strict regard for the
rights of all concerned." with a desire
to deal justly with all men and with
all interests..
The world has comtnended all they
riid because all was done in the right
spirit and with wise judgment. There
was no protest from Boston and
Philadelphia There was no censure
of the president from the New York
local committee. Colored ministers
did not feel called on to condemn
the government. Our own people, in
common with the rest of the world
were satisfied. confident that our af-
fairs were in the hands of competent
men. Yet when a narrower field; in a
case wherein the information secured
by the president was full and accur-
ate, in a matter that must necessarily
be left to the president's judgment
he acts, and, in behalf of good dis-
cipline. dismisses a contumacious bat-
talion. which in defiance of all rule'
of discipline and contrary to all army
order, refused to aid the okicers in
finding men guilty of murder because
these men were black—we have a
noisy demand for a stopension of the
order and a threat that otherwise the
tiegroo vote u ill go over to the demo-
ocrata No few facts have beco dis-
covered; no change in the conditions
are reported by the inspector general
but a demand from the apologists of
the intitinotta troops that the president
surrender his judgment to the mob
becauae the mob is black
Had the aokliers been white, few
world have dared to suggest to the
president that he was proceeding ig-
norantly and that his action was un-just. The soldiers are black, and so
they are to constitute a privileged
class; they are to he the protectors of
murderers; they are to promote crime
and live in insubordination and show
that a negro battalion has power
hacked by their political guardians,
to overrule the president.
It is said the innocent are to he
punished with the guilty The men
frailty of contumacy err mutiny are all
guilty and are dismissed. The mur-
derers will escape.
It is further said these negroes
a fine sense of "honor." It is the
sense of honor shown when they re-
fuse to co-operate with civil officers
in an effort to bring the negro rapist
to justice. This settee of "honor" is
chiefly responsible for the Southern
mob There is a disposition among
the negroes to hide negro criminals
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Trains marked (*) ran daily aweept Sunday. All other trains rut
. Trains 103 and top carry through sleepers between Cincinnatihis and New Orleans; trains tor and Ica sleepers between Louis-
Memphis and New Chimps. Trains Rot and 1122 sleepers Downie
K and St. LAOIS. Train &at connects at East Cairo with Ckieagr
. For f erther information. address,
J. T. 4O VAN agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
E. V. 1101101TRE2. Tleket Agent, Union Depot, Padtrah. Ky
F. W. HARLOW, A P. A.. Lo slava'. Ey.
jOIPH A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn
S. G. HATCH. G. P. A., Me" 01.
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A— 111. LAO ihu.
I.
AR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
REAL ESTAT•c. WESTERN ICIINTUCKY FARM BAR
V PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. UMW
ffill‘TUCIEY REAL ESTATE MPURNM, AND PRICE LIST
MEE TO EVERYBODY. ROW FOR IT.
ir.DGAR 00. WIRITTEMOILIC: Flowlsicask
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and it promotes mischief. Men like
Booker Washington are trying to iift
the neehoss above this plane of ac-
tion. They are teaching them their
' duty to society add their obligations
to tbe law, and they are telling them
that they are under no obligations to 30ISce 06 Bircadwzy
shield , criminals, even when their .
, skins are black,
; Had this movement succeeded itheld up the Rock wino Itn'ragienY na;r:: I would have led to most serious conse-
Glasgow oh Novembsr 1. Rtnesey' tqrtyle.nee5 to the army and to the coon-
served a term in the federal prisan ;
for robbing box cars while a Unitscii, States soldier. He came direct to ' Little fret, call for large virtues.A this 
-city from Leavetiworth, boughs 1
sl .two pistols, worked sno das s as a ;an- 1 It is easy to sneer at the goodneisIlk itor and before he quit on November t you cannot acquire. .seses-ahOs •
tol& an issociate that he intended to! .
 
 rob a train. There is no reason to thinft that the
. judgment will accept a correct
• 4
the Register an-a get results - pr;hseribe 10:- the Register. 1 philosophy in lieu of a right practice.
MarahaH, Mo., Nov. 26.—The ban-
dit who held up the Chicago & Alton
train between Glasgow and Slater
Mo., was brought to the county jail
this afternoon and immediately open.
ed negotiations with the prosecuting
attorney, offering to make a full con-
fession. if the charge against him was
made burglary. In Missouri the ex-
treme penalty for train robbery is
death, the minimum ten years' impris-
onment. The prosecutor sefused any
concession and the bandit then volun-
teered a statement.
"Nfy name is Claude Randall," he
said; "my age is so Years and 9
months. I came from St. Louis to
Mexico, Mo., on the Wabash, and
from Mexico to Slater on the Chicago
& Altoo railroad. My brother was
the one who robbed the Golden Gate
limited and he told me that the Gold-
en Gate limited did not stop between
Slater and Mexico, and for. that rea-
son I came to Slater to get on the
train. I got in the smoking ear and
went through and robbed it and rob-
bed twa or three other cars.
"I did not take any money from
working men or ladies, as I only
wanted to take money from those that
had made it easy and could afford it
One man on the train when he heard
inc tell another passenger that I did
not want any of his money because
he was a laborer, said he was a labor-
er also. I did not believe him slid
asked him to show me his hands.
"Upon looking at them I found
them as soft as a woman's. I then
made him dig up, taking from him $43
watch, which I told him I would send
to the St. Louis Republic. where he
could get it, as I only wanted it to
keep time by until I got to my des-
tination.
"When the train reached Glasgow
I got off on the platform and a% the
train started to move I mounted it
again and commenced to go through
the passengers in a sleeping car,
where I allowed the condustor to get
too close to me and' he shihiied my
pistol and my throat I le then
wrenched the postol from me and I
broke and ran to the hack of the
train.
"Many of the passengers and all of
the train crew rushed upon me while
the train was in motion, struck me
upon the head with the pistol and
tried to throw me overboard while
the train was running thirty miles an
hour. The train boon stopped and
I was captured and put off at Arm-
strong and brought from there the
next morning to Glasgow, and froin
there to this place today.
"I was born near Grant City, Mo.
and ws, out in California and came
back to Missouri about six montha
ago. I got about Sisoo and about
eight or ten watches from the pas-
sengers on the train. I did not want
this jewelry, hut they forced me oi
take it."
The pr:soner is now awaiting a pre-
liminary hearing, which will be held
within the next few days. It is prob-
able that at that time he will be
bound over to await the action of the
grand jury of the next criminal court
which meets in March at this place.
The prisoner shows evidence of hi;
capture and he has a deep gash in
his forehead, where he was struck
over the head with a pistol when they
were trying to capture him. Tko offi-
cers are confident from The evidence
they have that it was this man who
robbed the Golden Gate limited and
not his brother, and that he is only
naming the "brother" in hope of re-I
ceiving a light sentence
K. COULSON,
„PLUMBING,.
team and Not Water tleatimi.
Plan 133. z 20 N. ihird
°se in
Describes Nerve of Robber.
Kansas City. Mo., Nov 2f4 —A pas-
senger on the robbed eastbound Al-ton
-Burlington train said: "The rob-ber was one of the nerviest imagin-
able. He only weakened when Con-dttctor Haywood and a number of pas-
sengers literally jumped upon him
after the conductor had pinned him to
the floor. Then the robber, as the
passengers kicked and struck at him
cried. 'Oh, my mother?' and gave in
"The robber covered the trainmeo
and the colored porter in the ch%ir cas
and made them aid him rob the pas-
sengers. Conductor Heywood got the
upper hand when the robber. wh:le
operating in the sleeper stoppod too-
ments.-ily to put away sectircly someor tl.s booty he had itto seear hi 4
It i5 (fluvial lo the po .•e of tl:
city that Claude Randall, the con-
fessed Chicago th Altoti train robberin jail at 'Marshall, Mo., is Clyde
Rumsey of Chicago, who was releasedfrom the federal prison at Fort Lenv-
enworiO, ?inn., November .t.. Tke
tee s believe
an. •••••••
, —Chicago Tribune
WHERE DID YOU BUY I
YOUR PIANO?
at
Boldwilfs
They Make Then
W. T. Maier;
Selected This
He and His Prather Have a Large New Stock at _
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN„TUNER.
Handsome Silverware
TO ADORN YOU TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNSIN SERVING SPOONS, FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, DISHES, rrc.
WEDDING GIFTS
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LLMAKE NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OURNEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHINGTHAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GETPRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L. WANNE S., JEWELEROPTICIAN
uy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured onlyOffice and residence 213 South '3rd Street'
Phon-e• New 334. Old 6992 Open Day and Night
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
Edison and Victor Pbooegrapbs
and a General Supply of ramie
on hand. If you want tn buy,
It will pay you to call and pee
our stock.
Look out for our Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices and.
present for everybody.
WARREN & WARREN 417 Broadway
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE 014-• hr-SWENCL PHONE *••
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Phones:Otfice 385—Residence 1696
raaucan i raearnpLe)r mPanYihl
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 CART.GEZBUSINESK
liUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN:
BUT AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD S.
1. OIFFICIE SECOND AND MO) ROB. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT14
LANGSTAFF-0KM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
.11
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
GUM, BEECH
Yellow U Gum M Ash B Maple E ElOt
1- ine Poplar Beech Walnut 
Sash, Doors.
IlikuIs,
Interior
Finish
etNI) OAK MIRING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
Both Phones 26 We
 Are Making(Very Low Prices on House Bills.
WE WILL HAVE ON 
SALE POLICEMENAND IiIREMEN
December 1St) TO BE NAMED NEXT MONTH
Leggett's Saturday
Candy
3 cent$
•
A POUND.
Tkus%tandy strictly conforms to the
cent pure food laws and is guar-
anteed to be equal to other brands
double the price. On sale Saturday
mad Sunday only. We positively con-
sist charge or deliver any of this
sandy.
M'PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE
TILL OF FRAUDS IN LANDS
Witnesses Give Evidence Against
Bartlett Richards and V4. G.
Comstock. ,
Omaha. Neb. Nov. 2EL —T c first
antimony of special interest in the
Wei of Bartlett Richards and Will
6. Comstock, (Akers of the Nei
lwaska Land and Feeding Company,
wad certain of their employes, charg-
ed with land frauds, was introduced
today.
T. J. O'Keefe of Alliance, Neb.,
who has been United States commis-
alimer at that place since 1874 told
of going to Ellsworth on June it
sego, at the request of Bartlett Rich-
ards and executing forty-six fillings
ender the Kinkaid law.
His testimony was introduced this
afternoon. Frank J. Houghton of
Cbadrc.m. lawyer and land agent. said
be acted as agent to Bartlett Rich-
ards in securing homesteaders to file
es lands desired by the Nebraska
Land and Feeding Company receiv
$so each for such entries.
Guy 0. Vaughn of Chadron said
be filed on government land at the
soficitation of Fred Holton and
Fred Hoyt. They told him they on-
ly wanted his firing papers and did
am care if he never saw the land.
Two others gave evidence of the
same i rn Apr t.
BROOKPORT PLANT.
Fine. But Small, Waterworks System
to Be Built by That City.
The eify officials of Brookport, op-
posite here in Illinois, are preparing
to put in 'their waterworks plant
having let the contract of laying the
mains. etc to Chief Engineer John L
frolmes of the Paducah water plant
'The Broekport system will cost some-
thing like $7,000 and be fore sole
'inmost of protecting that little vil-
lage's property from fires. Work of
installing the plant begins about the
nrst of the year. the mater'al now
being ordered.
No man ever knows just how fah-
bet he is until lot gets under fire.
OUR
PURE GUM
SEAMLESS
HOT WATER BOTTLES
AND
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES
ARE GUARANTEED TO
STAND THE TEST OF
TIME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND _PLIABLE AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO
SEAMS TO COME UN-
GLIM QUALITY AND
DURABILITY CO NSI D-
rim. OUR RUBBER
GOODS ARE THE CHEAP-
1ST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINE.
R. W. W IBLKER CO.
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and -roadway.
THE COMMI ERS WILL HO LD A 
SPECIAL SESSION DUR-
ING TH1 LATTER PART OF DECEMB
ER TO NAME
THE DEPARTMENTAL ATTA CHES FOR 
1907—POLICE DE-
PARTMENT WILL BE INCREASED TO THIRTY 
MEMBERS
AS PROVIDE' J BY THE STATE LAW—SO
ME CHANGES MAY
BE MAI E AMONG THE SUBORDINATES I
N EACH THE
FIRE AND POLICE DEPARTMENT.
One week from next Monday it the
time for the regular monthly meet-
ing of the board of police and fire
commissioners but at this gathering
the policemen and fire department
stationmen will not be elected, to
serve during tgo7. The commissioners
v IA wait until the end of December
when a called meeting will be held
for this especial purpose.
One of the commissioners last
evening said that at this meeting the
police force would be increased to the
number prescribed by the new bill
enacted during the state legislature
last winter at Frankfort, and which
enactment provides that every second
have not less than thirty members on
the force. The department at pres-
class municipality in this state. shall
ent has eighteen patrolmen, one chief
one captain and one lieutenant The
reaseni the force was not increased to
thirty this year was because•if this
was done by the comnsiasioners the
republican legislative boards intended,
reducing the salaries materially, the
Republicans being opposed to so
nosy patrolmen As "Republican
Boards" are a thing of the past, said
one city official yesterday, the coin
RESIGNATION
WITHDRAWN
ALDERMAN HARRy NK
WILL NOT STEP OUT
JANUARY iST. •••
New Democratic Boards Will Have
Excellent Hold-over Republican
to Sit With Them
Tliere has been cossiderable talk
in municipal official circlet to the ef-
fect that Alderman Harry Hank in-
tended resigning from the city legts-
14ive board the first of next year,
but this is a mistake, so states that
gentleman
Mr. Hank said that for some days
after the November election when
all republican offering themselves
Lot office, were defeated, it looked
to him as if the people did not 'want
any of the republicans in, and that
he had made up his mind to resign
and step out also, but that since 'then
he has talked to many of the demo-
crats who go in the first of the year,
and finds that they concur in many
of the important positions takea by
the republicans, he reconsidered his
determination to resign, as he be-
lieves he and the three other republi-
can hold-over members in his board
will be in strict harmony with the
rew democrats coming in January
nit. Mr. Hank and the three other
republicans who hold over, continue
in their official seats %rail the end
of next year.
Although a republican, which is a
faith opposite to the incoming legis-
lators, Mr. Hank has made one of
the most progressive, squarest and
con scientiobs officials ever occupying
a seat in the aldermanic body, and
his democratic associatti who come
January rst are glad he is to remain
with them, as his positions are not
biased or in the interest of any spec
at clique or set of men, he always
try4ng to act in a way thought best
for the whole community, which
honesty of purpose tonnot be accredit
ed to some of the othe,nt. Sn state
numerous people.
i No man keeps up his reputation by
' talking about It.
Fear more the foes in your heart
than those in the' open.
Real happines• is more apt to be
i‘oaaii *abed iae Asia business snit
ofdiiiihoss
missioners anticipat no oppo.sit.,,ii to
their request that enough money be
appropriated next year by the Demo-
cratic legislators to pay the regular
full salary to the thirty men, all of
whom commence working January
1st. The patrolman's salary is $6o
.per mosith.
One of the commissioners yesterday
said that Chief James Collins, Captain
Frank /laden. and Lieutenant
Thomas Potter of the police force
and Chief Woods and his department
captains of the fire department. would
be re-elected for too) but that some
changes might be made among the
subordinttes in eat* department. both
fire and police The commissIoners
have stacks of applications put in by
partie. wanting positions, and they
will have a vast number from which
to make ther selections. Ail the
members of both departments are up-
on the anxious bench, as the decision
of the board shows whether they have
a job for next year with the city
For a year Of two the coinnl 
ers let the ,tay pending their
good behavior.. but last year re•urned
their old rule of renaming the force
every twelve months
4* 4. • • + + • • • • • • • + I •
•
POPULAR WANTS. *
• • • • • • • • • • • + * •
The Wtlharn Mgf Co., Montreal,
Canada wants good office man to
take charge of local office—must
have five hundred dollars capital. See
Supt. Albright, Belvedere Hotel.
TYPEWRITER FOR SALE—
New Oliver Typewriter for sale
cheap—Call today Mr. Albright, Bel-
vedere Hotel • •
FOR RENT—Cottage, est S. gth
street 7 rooms with bath, in first
class repair. Possession given at
cnce. Telephone or see.
DR. M. M. COOLEN'
Phone ()Office Sins residence 489 Old
WANTED — Experienced Weir.
keeper Address Box t7.
FOR SALE—Horse, buggy and
harness, and one stake wagon, very
cheap Telephon4e 43
FOR RENT: Suite of rooms, Em-
pire flats. Apply to L S
FOR RENT: Eight room house.
West End. AU modern improvements
Apply to L S DuBois.
4
FOR RENT--Elegant fiats, Sev-
enth and Broadway Apply ro B. H.
SCCtTT.
FOR engraved cards, give your
Diristmas order to Paducah Printing
rid Book-Binding Co. Phone ema
Expert Accesseent.
%%hil post. examine, systematise and
audit books by tbe day, week, or the
jcb., Terms Reasonable.
RIVER. NEWS
MOM D SMITH. Jr. ir8 Fratern-
building
Yesterday aftern000n the steamer
City of Memphis pulled out with a
big trip for the Tennessee river
where she runs while the regular boat
Clyde, is receiving generai repairs.
The Clyde will be pulled out oil the
ways irunitediately.
The Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
back tonight.
The City of Saltillo will jet to St
Louis today and leave theer tomor-
row, bound back this way for the
Tennessee river. She gets here Sun-
day morning,
The Steamer Kentucky comes out of
the Tennessee river tonight. She lies
until Saturday afternoon before de-
parting gm her return that way.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back to-
morrow.
The John S. Hopkins went to Ev-
ansville and gets out immediately on
her return that way.
The Dudley went to Nashville yes-
terday and comes back next Sunday
The Georgia Lee gets here Satur-
day en route down frosts Cincinnati
to Memphis.
Captain Henry Smith, manager of
the Paducah office for the Aberdeen
Coal and Mining company of Bowling
Green. Ky., has sold his interest in
the company and today moves back
to Bowling Green, accompanied by
his family, Mr. E. H. Wilford of
Bowling Green, has come to take
place filled by Captain Smith. The
former is the soil of Mr. I. B. Wilford
one of the ma M owners of the com-
pany.
The steamer Chattanoga leaves
Louisville tomorrow, gets here Fri-
day and leaves Saturday on her first
trip in the Tennessee river trade be-
tween here and Chattanooga, 1101.
WANTED FOR U. 1 ARMY-
0k-bodied unmarried men haters's
ties of at and 35; citizens of Mita/
States, of good character an tempt-
fete habits, who can speak, read sad
write English. For information tip-
;!y to Recrciting Officer, New Rich-
gond House, Paducah. Ky.
ea 
ASKS MERCY FOR TURKEY
Wisconsin Humane Officer Writes to
President Concerning Fowl.
Milwaukee. W Xi .aft lach-
ariah Clayton, superintendent of the
Wisconsin Humane society, believes
that the Thanksgiving turkey of the
president of the United States is
lolled in a cruel manner. He there-
fore has written the following lets
ter:
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 27.—To The
Honorable Theodore Roosevelt, Pre
ident, Washington, D. C.—Dear
My atteptiou has been called to the
manner is which the turkey is killed
for the Thanksgiving dinner at the
White House.
For humanity's sake kindly counter
mend that method of killing. Yours
truly
ZACHARIAlf CLAYTON.
Superintendent Wisconsin Humane
Society
ifivam Vose of Rhode Island. vehn
has killed flat president's turkeys
since the days of Grant, hangs them
up by the feet, slits the roof of the
mouth with a knife and while they
slowly bleed to death pulls out the
feather.:
Mr. Clayton thinks the hatchet and
the block arc the proper articles to
use for the work. He wrote the let-
ter at the request ot several Milwatt-
kee women.
438 South Second
ASSISTANT PASTOR FOR
FIRST BAPTI. T CHURCH
CONGREGATION IS IN SUCH A FLOURISHING AND GROWING
'CONDITION THAT REV. CALVIN M. THOMPSON WILL BE
GIVEN AN ASSISANT—A CO MMITTEE BEING SELECTED TO
PROCURE THE ADDITIONA L DIVIME—BOX SOCIAL TO-
NIGHT AT THE THIRD ST REILT METHODIST CHURCH—
OLD PEOPLE'S SESSION HELD THIS AFTERNOON AT
MECHANICSBURG METHODIST CHURCH—OTHER NEWS
FROM THE PULPITS.
On account of the tiouriehing
contsantly growing condition of tbe
First Baptist church an assistant pas..
tor is to be procured immediately to
belp Iter. Calvin M. Thompson. The
conaregation numbers hundreds of
people, and is probably the largest al
the city, vast additions being made
daring the past twelve months, sad
especially while the great revisal %sat
going on last winter.
This movement looking towards se.
Or•Ms Milliners ever h/./ted in this
city, taking a leading pos con in the
foremost ranks amen. h 11 1).‘n its
ftontAl here
Boa Social Tonight.
'Ibis evening at the Third street
Witthodist eltasch a box social wifl be
sleep by the ladies of the congress-
tin, mai a line dins I eatieigete4
many intending to be there.
-••••
"Old Peoples Meeting." .
This afternoon at a o'clock an -014
caring an assistant pastor took deh- People's Meeting" will be held A
nate form last evening at the prayer Os itgaggeggberg egmeasige await
Meeting of the church, when the while the regular special Thaakegiir-
1&sepal recommended that the asnst• lag worship will tic held timight at
ant .* procured The congregation 7:,,ao o'clock
by a unanimous vote concurred in this i
reco*inendation and the following
crinildnee was then named to secure
the assistant; Joseph F.. Potter. John
R. Annan' J T Reddiel, W. E
Codhgtos, I. 1. Reboot and Rev
Thompsoit.
The conansittee has a number of
good raew in view but it wit: take
Lather League.
I At .1 o'clock .this afternoon the
I.uther League of the Germas Lei&
1
ergo church will meet at the home of
his Katie Baker, 1617 South Ninth
street
Pint Prrabyeettien.
them seireek3. weeks to finish neootia. This morning at to73o o'clock the
tionso The assistant will help pastor folkrwrng musical program will he
Thompson with the preaching. and
Performing 17 • various other duties
d' 
lug the incumbent
is the int time in history of
this city that any one congregation
has gotten so large that an assistant
is needed, and it speaks well for the
constantly grow'ng condition of this
leading congregation.
Since Rev. Thompson came here
last spring vast addition, have been
made to the membership roll, and his
work is building up '-tech a mammoth
concourse of church workers that he
Ins not the time to properly look
after everything:. He is proving one
of the most itilkense, forcefai and vig-
readered at the First Presbyterian
church *
Anthem. The F.arth Is the lord's—
(Stout.
Solo, Sim of fy Soul Thy Sevin,
Dear (From the Ten Virrrias)-•
Mrs. D. hi. Plosraoy.
Swum, The Debt of Proapseity.
Rev. W. E Cave.
Quartet, Soft Sabbath Calm—Me
W. V Green, Mr Bagby. Mr $
Mr. L SE:Ott.
Collection for poor of the
So/o, ng in Thee
Scott.
Hymn—Congregation.
Bened,c: ioi.
cit)
Mr It
• ook Sale Extra-Ordinary
SELDOM DO YOT MAL OF SUCHVALUES
AND NIVIR IILFORT4 INOPADUCAJH
SELDOM DO YOU HEAR OF SUCH VALUES AND WRYER
SWORE IN PADUCAH.
Tbsuggssag of the prettiest, daintiest end beet boob published se
be an eak. These boob are Just the thing far Christmas remem-
brances, they &den the been and plane the amp.
We are offering the six biggest tuning betas in the United
*stem at got each but you can get them only at ear sieve.
SALL NEWS MONDAY, NOv. 26
D. E. WILSON la soak 6, mastic Mark
AT HAR.BOURS DIPAIR.TMLNT STOLZ
Subscribe For The Register
----"nm"..11."1111MMMEM‘neSUIIIMP It.
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FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
GENUINE
TRADEWATER
PHONE 254 •
COAL R.EALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co•
INC°21119111411116 •%1 "4- me°
Office and Elevator:Owl& Ohio
•
6
4
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